
OOES FACEBOAK
KFTOW TOO MUC']?

Fcrcebook, Google, crnd other tech compcrnies crre lrcrcking your
every move. Shoutd Congress step in to prolect your privcrcy?

BY JOE BUBAR

"lt worries me that someone is

getting a hold of my information and I

don't know what they are doing with
it," says the 11th-grader at Colchester

High School in Vermont.

She's not alone. Earlier this year, it
was revealed that the detailed personal

information of up to 87 million Facebook

users wound up in the hands of a

henever Phoebe

Companion-Racicot,

15, downloads an app

on her phone and sees

the option to 1og in
with Facebook, she does it. After all,

it's easier than creating a whole new

account for the app. But it does make

Phoebe a little suspicious.

la Obcl'rtuUorkOiucs uPFRoNr

voter-profiling firm called Cambridge

Analytica. The company obtained the

data when users logged into a quiz

app with their Facebook accounts.

The information--includlng location

data, private messages, and lists of

every Facebook page users had ever

liked-was later used to build profiles

of potential voters for Donald Tiurnp's
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2016 presidential campaign.

The revelation that so much

private Facebook data had been

harvested without users' knowledge

or consent sparked outrage and led

many to quesdon whether big tech

companies know too much about us.

Some lawmakers are now calling for

regulations that would require companies

to be more transparent about how much

of our data they're collecting, who that

information could be shared with, and

for what pu-rposes it could be used.

"Facebook can learn almost anything

about you by using artificial intelligence

to analyze your behavior," says Peter

Eckersley, the chief computer scientist

for the Electronic Frontier Foundation,

a digital rights group. "That knowledge

turns out to be perfect both for

advertising and propaganda. "

'Data Crunchers'
Practically everything you do oniine can

be tracked, and much of it is. Facebook,

as well as Instagram, which Facebook

acquired in2012, monitors users' every

action on the sites: every'thing they like

and post, their conversations, locations,

and much more (see "What Facebook

Knows About Me," p. 17).In fact,

the company is so adept at gathering

users' information that it can pinpoint

when they're feeling "stressed,"

"overwhelmed," "anxious," and like
"a failure."

Google, with its range of products

including Gmail, Maps, Chrome,

YouTube, and the Android operating

system, is able to gather even more

user information on people-everything
from your entire search history on

the web and where you live to the

destination ofyour last vacation. Google

Home, the smart speaker and voice

assistant, has recordings of everything
you've ever said to it, including all the

times you've asked it to turn on or off
your iights and how many times you've

asked to listen to Rihanna's newest

track (as does Amazon's Alexa).

Collecting this data is a big part

of how Google, Facebook, and other

Many apps
ask for access

to personal

information

when you start

using them.

big tech companies make money.

Though Facebook and Google don't sell

your data, they do sell access to you.

Companies pay Facebook and Google

to place ads on those sites, using the

data that's been gathered to target

consumers who may be interested in
their products. For example, a company

that sells athletic gear may post an ad

on Facebook that gets shown to people

whose interests include sports. Last

year, Facebook generated $40 billion
in online ad revenue-second only to

Google's $95 billion.
Countless more companies use web

cookies and other trackers that load

in people's web browsers to collect

information about their browsing

activities. That's why you might see

an advertisement show up on websites

for the exact product you had just been

searching for online.
"lt's not just companies like Facebook

and Google," says Jamie Winterton, a

cybersecurity expert at Arizona State

University. "There's a whole other slew

of trackers and data crunchers that also

sit in the back of the room, so to speak,

and watch everything that's going on

Social ]rledia
BY IHE ]IUlilBERS

2.2billion
NUMBER of monthly

"t'"",:"1:,:::o 
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790/o
PERCENTAGE of teens

who use Snapchat-the most
popular social media site among

young people
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95 million
NUMBER of photos and
videos shared per day,
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200
NUMBER of apps suspended

by Facebook in May for
possible data "misuse"
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and build these data profiles

not only of individuals but of

populations of people."

Facebook, for its part, notes

that when users sign up for an

account, they must agree to the

company's data policy. Still,

many of Facebook's 2.2 billion
users have no idea how much

data it and other companies

collect about them and how

these companies use or share

that data. Media watchdog

Broups say the information is

typically buried in the terms

and conditions, which people

often accept without reading.

Senators Weigh ln
In April, Senators Amy Klobuchar, a

Democrat from Minnesota, and John

Kennedy, a Republican from Louisiana,

introduced a bill that would heip address

this issue. It would require websites to

provide users a copy of the data that's

being collected on them, as well as a list

of who has had access to their data.

TWo other senators, Rlchard

Blumenthal of Connecticut and

Edward Markey of Massachusetts,

both Democrats, introduced a separate

bill that would force companies to get

consent to share or sell personal data.

In Europe, strict regulations already

went into effect in May. The European

Union passed new laws that require

companies to explain in simple

language how they plan to use and

share people's personal information.

And tech companies must ask for users'

consent for their data.

While some U.S. lawmakers have

cautioned against moving too quickly to

adopt regulations before understanding

how they would affect American tech

companies, many privacy experts say

such regulations are necessary to keep

internet users' privacy secure. They

argue that the Cambridge Analytica

scandal makes it clear that if people's

data ends up in certain hands, it could

be used not iust for targeting ads but

also for more questionable purposes,

such as trying to sway an election.

"The Cambridge Analytica story is

an example of why it can matter," says

Jay Stanley, a senior policy analyst at

the American Civil Liberties Union.

"This data can be used to manipulate

us, it can be used in a discriminatory
fashion, it can be abused if it's very

personal information. "

Of course. political campaigns.

government agencies such as the

Census Bureau, and advertisers

have always tried to gather data on

people. But the information they were

previously able to collect was in broad

statistical categories-things like

age, sex, and race. Using Facebook,

Cambridge Analytica was able to gain a

far deeper understanding of individuals

through what's called psychographic

data, which includes interests, hobbies,

and even people's opinions. And experts

say companies will only get better at

analyzing all of this data in the future.

"There's no question that political
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CRUNCFI COOKIES
Third-party cookies allow companies
to dig up data on internet users.
Most internet browsers allow you to
delete or limit cookies. Search under
"Tools" or "Settings" for a "Privacy"
category. Blocking all cookies
may make it difficult to use some
websites, so look for a setting that
blocks third-party cookies.
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IAKITE GONTROL OF YOUR DAIA
Here are some steps you can take to limit the data you share with companies

DENY ACCESS
When you install an app on your phone,

you're asked to allow that app certain
permissions, such as access to your
photos or microphone. Some of these
permissions are necessary for an app

to function. For example, SnaPchat
wouldn't be useful without access to
your camera. But some apps ask for
permissions they don't really need.

OPT OUT
You can see which apps have access

to your Facebook data by going to the
"apps" option in your "settinqs." You

can cut off apps from gaining your
data by tapping the "X" button next
to the app. You can also control which
apps have access to your Google
account by going to the 'Apps with
access to your account" page.
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WHAT FACEBOOK
KNO]YS ABOUT NE
Anllpfront staffer downloaded the information that

Facebook has on him. The results were frightening.

BY GREG GOTTFRIED

lf you want to find out
what Facebook knows about
you, the company has now

made it easy, providing a tool
on its site. But be forewarned:

It might creep You out, as

it did me when I recentlY

downloaded my data.

Starting when I created
my account on JulY 28,
2009, Facebook has been

keeping track of every one

of my likes, posts, Photos,
and searches. lt knows

what ads have aPPeared

on my page and whether
l've clicked on them' lt
knows all of the contacts
on my phone-names and

numbers. lt knows that l'm
a runner (because of mY

connected aPP RunkeePer),

some of my television habits
(l liked Conan O'Bri'en's
page), and some of mY

favorite restaurants and

stores (l've clicked on an ad

for Chick-fil-A and searched

for Nike). That's imPressive,

but also terrifying.
It knows more intimate

details too. lf I searched

for someone-perhaps a

crush, dozens of times too
many-Facebook has kePt

count, and it knows whether
she ever searched for me.

Luckily, I never connected
my Location Services to the
app, so Facebook doesn't
know my location everY

second of everY daY. But it
does have a record of everY

city l've ever logged in from.
Byjoining Facebook,

I know that every move

I make has the PossibilitY
of being tracked. But

seeing everything laid out
in front of me is jarring,

to say the least. All of mY

information-including the
unique numerical code that
Facebook assigned to me,

which enables it to recognize

my face in Photos-is right

there for Big Brother. lt feels

as though I gave uP a good

chunk of my identitY just to
view videos of puppies and

argue with familY members

about politics.

To see what Facebook has

on you, go to the desktoP
version of the site and click
"settings" in the droP-down
menu on the right side of
the screen. Underneath
"General Account

Settings," choose the link
to "Download a coPY of
your Facebook data." From

there, you just need to click
"Create File," and after a

bit of downloading, You can

cringe at posts Facebook has

archived from your first daY

on the site. Good luck-and
brace yourself.
(Greg, an intern at Upfront, is sfudyinq

for his naster's degree in iournalisn

at Col u mbi a U niv e rs ity.)
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campaigns and a lot of other PeoPIe

want to gather as much information as

they can and want to track us," saYS

Stanley, "but now they increasingly

have the ability."

,A Riqht to PrivacY'

Al1 that tracking can provide benefits

to consumers. For examPle, it allows

Instagram to suggest memes and

videos users might be interested

in, based on photos theY've liked.

It enables sites like Facebook and

Snapchat to be free to use, since

they're able to make moneY from

ads. PIus, advertisers argue, wouldn't
you prefer to see an ad for something

you're interested in rather than for a

totally random Product?
"The data that PeoPle give is

and datc is Power.'
that "with power comes great

responsibility, and data is Power'"
In testimony before Congress in

April, Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg

said it's "inevitable" that there will be

some regulations and agreed that the

company needs to "step uP and do

more" to protect people's information'

And Facebook has taken measures

extremely helpful in order for you to do this. It's banning apps from

to get more-relevant offers, deals, accessing personal information, like

opportunities that you potentiaily a user's religious or poiitical views.

want," says Ben LeDonni, CEO of And it's launching a new "privacy

the,digital marketing agency Creative dashboard" to give users more control

Muftimedia Solutions. But he adds over their privacy settings'

'With power comes
Regardless of what steps companies

and lawmakers take to safeguard

information, experts say, everyone

should gain a better understanding

of how they can control their privacy

settings (see "Taking Control of Your

Data," focing page).

"People have a right to PrivacY,"

says Winterton, the cybersecuritY

expert, "and people have a right to

decide what that means for them. " o

greal responsibilitY,

With reporting by Natasha Singer of Tlrc

New York Times.
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n the 1970s and earlY '80s, women's

rights activists tried to win support

for an Equal Rights Amendment

(E.R.A.) that would constitutionally

guarantee that men and women are

same job and were largely kept out of

prestigious professions such as law and

medicine. They were frequently denied

bank loans to buy a house or even a car'

In resPonse, Congress aPProved

the E.R.A. in7972. But constitutional

amendments require ratification by

three-fourths of state legislatures. The

E.R.A. was ratified by only 35 of the

necessary 38 states bY the 10-Year

deadline lawmakers had imposed' 5o

the amendment died in 1982.

Or so we" thought.

In May-46 Years after Congress

approved the E.R.A.-lllinois became the

37th state to ratify it. That means only

one more state needs to aPProve the

amendment to hit the constitutionally

required threshold-and set uP an

expected legai battle over whether the

amendment can be resurrected.

"It really does look within reach," says

Toni Van Pelt, president of the National

Organization for Women (NOW), one of

the groups that originaily pushed for the

E.R.A. and is helPing revive it'

The End of the Girl Scouts?

why did the E.R.A. fail to begin with?

ln L972, quick ratification seemed

likely: In the first Year, 22 of the

necessary 38 states approved it. But

then the pace slowed as the opposition

became more organized.

By the late 1970s, a new social

conservatism was emerging in the U.S'

One of the most vocal opponents was

a conservative activist named Phyllis

Schlafly, who warned that the E.R.A'

would backfire on women. Opponents

said it would mean the end of women's

restrooms, the forced merging of the

Girl Scouts with the BoY Scouts, and

women being drafted into the military

alongside men.

These kinds of arguments were

persuasive enough to Prevent the

amendment's ratification in several

states bY the 1982 deadline.

The movement to revive the E.R'A'

didn't really pick up steam until after

the election of President Donald Tlump'

Hundreds of thousands of PeoPie

particiPated in women's marches

around the U.S. the day after Trump's

inauguration in2017. Then came the

reveiations of sexual misconduct by

powerful men, which led to the rise of

the *MeToo movement.

AII this breathed new life into the

push for the E.R.A. \n 2017, Nevada

became the 36th state to ratify it' Then

Illinois followed in MaY.

treated equallY under the law.

The push began in an era when

discrimination against women was

widespread. American women were

routinely paid less than men for the
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A rally in Washington, D.C.,
in 1981, during the initial push for the E.R.A.Despite the new enthusiasm, the

amendment's oulcome is uncertain.
Many conservative organizations

oppose the E.R.A. now, as they did in
the 1970s. They say it would be the end

of sex-segregated prisons and women's

shelters, and that it would require

women to be drafted and serve in

combat in equal numbers to men.
"E.R.A. would harm women, not

help women," says Anne Schlafly

Cori, chairman of Eagle Forum, the

conservative group founded by her

mother, Phyllis Schlafly. "The 14th

Amendment already grants equal

rights to all persons."

Women & the Gonstitution
Despite these concerns, there seems

to be broad support for the idea.

According to a 2016 poll, 94 percent of
Americans support an amendment that

specificaliy guarantees equal rights to
men and women. In fact, B0 percent

of Americans mistakenly believe the

Constitution already does so.

American society has changed

greatly since 7972.Today, more than

half of college students in the U.S. are

women. Almost half of medical school

graduates are women. An estimated

11.6 million businesses in the U.S.

are owned by women. A11 this has

prompted some to ask whether the

E.R.A. supporters say the amendment
would provide much stronger and more

Romdn, president of the ERA Coalltion,
a group pushing for the amendment's

ratification. The 19th Amendment,

whicir gave worlen the right to vote

in 1920, is the only place women are

referred to in the Constitution, she notes.

There are 13 states that could still
rati[y fsee mop). ll one does. organizers

would lobby Congress to recognize the

3B total ratifications. Supporters

point to the 1992 ratification of the 27th
Amendment (deallng with pay raises

for members of Congress) more than
200 years after Congress approved it in
1789-although in that case there was

no time limit attached to it.

Enactment of the E.R.A. would
likely involve "an unprecedented
legal fight," says Emily Martin of the

National Women's Law Center. And
organizers know that winning that
fight won't be easy.

"There will definitely be pushback,"

says Van Pe1t. "But whatever they
come up with, we'll find a solution.
We're going to get women written into
the Constitution in our lifetime." o

E.R.A. is still needed. rr 4r! E permanent protections for
"we rive in a different The #MeTocD *or.n', rig,hts than laws

world in a number of mOvemenl or court rulings.
ways," says NOW's Van hAS inCfeA5ed "Women were never

Pe1t. "But we certainly live -------r r^- put into the Constitution,
in the same world when 

t 
"|lPPorl 

lor
it comes to disrespect and rhe E.R.A i*::;;t::iJi:il:
harassment of women and girls."

While the wage gap between men

and women has narrowed, it stiil
exists: In 1970, women earned about
60 cents for every dollar a man made;

now they earn about 80 cents.

WHERE TT'S BEEN RATIFIED
ln May, lllinois became the 37th state to ratify the E.R.A. since 1972,

one short of the constitutional threshold.

! RATIFIED BY 1982 I RATIFIED SINCE 2OI7 f] NOT RATIFIED
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Ameriea Goes on a

Alter decodes oI overecrting,
Americons crre tincrlly consuming

Iewer colories. Bul there's still
lols oI room lor inr;rrovement.

BY vERoNrcA 
YA_J-!5oL

ulia Tofan used to be a regu-
lar soda drinker. But a couple
of years ago, the 16-year-old

from Hebron, Connecticut,
started paying more attention

to al1 the news about how unhealthy sug-

ary drinks are. She began limiting herself

to having soda only at parties and other
social gatherings. Then last year, she cut
it out altogether.

"I decided it wasn't healthy calorie-
wise," she says. 'And I didn't like the
idea of artificial ingredients and preser-

vatives, so I stopped."

Julia isn't alone. For the first time in 40

years, Americans are cutting back on cal-

ories. The reductions, which have taken
place over the past decade, have been
most dramatic among young children and

households with children, and the big-
gest cuts across the board have been in
soda consumption, according to a recent

study publish ed in Tlrc Amertcan J ournal
of Clinical Nutritf-on. At the same time,
obesity rates appear to have stopped ris-
ing for adults and school-age children,
suggesting the calorie cuts are starting to
make a difference.

"This was like a freight train going
downhill without brakes," says Kelly
Brownell, dean of the Sanford School
of Public Policy at Duke University in
North Carolina. "Anythlng slowing it
down is good."

How We Got Fat
American waistiines started expand-

ing in the 1980s as a result of several fac-

tors. Among the main factors, according to

Marion Nestle, a food studies professor at

New York University, was the rise of large-

scale industrial farming, encouraged by
new government policies intended to spur

J watcn a video about serving
sizes at uplrontmagazine.com
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agricultural production. With the help of fer-

tilizers, pesticides, and high-tech machines,

these farms could pump out crops like corn

and soy in amounts never before seen. A1l

that supply drove food prices down, whlch

had ripple effects on the American dlet.
"People ate out more, there was an

enormous growth in the number of fast-

food places, portions got larger, and
food became ubiquitous," says Nestle.
"Suddenly every single store, no matter
what they were selling, had candy bars

or some kind of food available."
At the same time, Nestle says, efforts

to limit junk-food advertising aimed at
children and teens was shot down by
Congress, so marketers felt emboldened to

advertise more than ever.

By the 199Os-around the time
McDonald's introduced its 42-ounce
"superslze" soda and other fast-food out-

lets followed suit-America was in the
midst of an obesity epidemic.* Public
health advocates began campaigning about

the costs of obesity, and a 2001 landmark
Surgeon General's report publicized the
increasing evidence that obesity was a risk
factor for chronic diseases like diabetes,

heart disease, and some cancers. Obesity

is defined as having a body mass index, or
B.M.I.-calculated by dividing weight by
height-of 30 or above. A person with a
B.M.l. between 18.5 and 24.9 is considered

to have a healthy weight.

Today, more than a third of U.S. adults

are obese, and 66 percent are overweight
or obese. Among children and teens,
17 percent are obese, a threefold jump

from 1980. According to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, obesity
is responsible for about 400,000 deaths

per year in the U.S. and racks up about

$150 billion in medical costs annually.

In recent years, public health advocates

started focusing their message on what they

saw as the biggest culprit in thfrbesity epi-

demic: soda. The anti-soda messages appear

to have had an impact. Americans. on aver-

age, purchased about 30 gallons of full-cal-

orie soda in 2074, down from 40 gallons in
1998, according to the Center for Science in
the Public Interest, a non-profit consumer

*McDonald's phased out the supersize starting in 2004.

What 2,000 Galoiles

looks Like
Experts say Americans still eat

too much junk food. The average adult

should consume about 2,000 calories a day.

But those calories can sneak up on you-
sometimes in a single meal or drink.

2,O4O ccrlories
Burger King Double Whopper with cheese (990),

large onion rings (500),

12-oz. vanilla shake (550)

2,O2O calories
Sonic Peanut Butter Fudge Malt

1,940 ccrlories
lH0P Classic Skillet, with sausage (1,740),

I6-oz. orange juice (200)

2,000 ccrlories
Two slices of Pizza Hut Meat Lover's Stuffed

Crust pizza (860), baked wings with blue

cheese (340), 32-oz. Mountain Dew (440),

two cookies (360)

SOURC[S: BURGER K NG; SONIC; HOPJ P ZZA HUT

advocacy group in Washington, D.C.

The Obama administration has also

weighed in. Under the Affordable Care Act,

which was passed by Congress in 2010 and is

also known as Obamacare, chain restaurants

will soon be required to publish the calorie

content of their meals. First Lady Michelle
Obama's Let's Move! campaign has focused

on getting kids to exercise and make healthy

food choices. The federal government has

also mandated healthier school lunches.

Banning Sugar & Fast Food

Several cities have gone further.
Phlladelphia subsidizes produce pur-
chases for the poor. New York limits the
kind of food available in day care cen-

ters. And last year, Berkeley, California,
became the first city in the United States

to tax sugar-sweetened beverages.

But there's been resistance too. A law
passed in New York City in 2012 ban-
ning the sale of sugary drinks larger
than 16 ounces was later overturned by
the state's highest court, which ruled that
the city's Board of Health didn't have the

authority to impose the ban. And some

efforts don't seem to have worked. In 2008,

South Los Angeles banned the opening of
any new fast-food restaurants in an effort
to curb obesity in the area, but a study by
the Rand Corporation shows that obesity
rates there have actually increased.

Aside from cuts ln soda, the current study

indicates, our diets still have a lot of room for
improvement. Americans continue to eat far

too few fruits, vegetables, and whole grains,

and far too many processed and fatty foods
(see grophic). And despite evidence that
teens like Julia are cutting soda calories, teens

haven't cut back enough on overall calories.

Nor have less-educated and lower-income
Americans. Bamy Popkin, a co-author of the

recent study about Americans eating less,

says the current trend is stabilizing America's

obesity epidemic but hasn't yet reversed it.
"lt's really a cup half full," Popkin says.

We've "gotta do a lot more to make it
meaningful." o

With reporting by Morgot Sanger-Katz

of Tlrc New York Times.
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Anlmals us Humans
The recent killing oI Cecit fhe lion by crn Americcrn lrophy hunter

in Zimbqbwe has renewed
we should-crnd shouldn't-do ro

the debcrle on what
preserve Alricer's wildlile

BY ALESSANDRA POTENZA

A lion in Nairobi National Park, on the

outskirts of Kenya's capital, in August

n Ju1y, hunters lured a 13-year-old lion named

Cecil from a protected area in a national park

in Zimbabwe. A dentist from Minnesota-
who had paid more than $50,000 for the

chance to kill an African lion-wounded
Cecil with a crossbow. He then reportedly tracked

the lion for nearly two days before fatally shooting

him with a rifle. ,
The killing of Cecil, who was a local tour-

ist attraction and had been studied by scientists

since 2008, caused an uproar on social media and

sparked outrage around the world. It also renewed

J Watcn a video on animal conservation
in Costa Rica at upfrontmagazine.com

to @!c|'eiu llork @irncs u p F R o N r . u P F R o N r M A G A z I N E.c o M

Trophy hunter
Walter Palmer //eff)

with another lion he killed,

in an undated photo
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the debate over trophy hunting and how best
to preserve Africa's wildlife.

More than a miliion people have signed a peti-
tion asking Zimbabwe to stop issuing permits to
hunt animals like lions and elephants. And some
major U.S. airlines announced they would no lon-
ger transport big game "trophies," like lion heads.

The American dentist, Walter Palmer, who says he
thought the hunt was legal, received death threats
and faced an online campaign to have him extra-
dited to Zimbabwe. He was forced to close his
office in Bloomington, Minnesota, for more than
two weeks when it was surrounded by protesters.

Amid the uproar, some Africans were perplexed
by the sadness over Cecil's death. "Do all those
Americans signing petitions understand that lions
actually kill people?" Goodwell Nzou, who grew
up in Zimbabwe, wrote it The New York Times.
"They are objects of terror."

Indeed, the debate over trophy hunting isn't as sim-
pie as it first seemed. Though some think it's a cruel
and tasteless sport, many wildlife experts contend
that regulated hunting actually helps preserve wild-
life by generating money for conseruation programs.

"There is evidence that well-managed hunting
actually can contribute to conservation globally," says

Mike Hoffmann, a senior scientist at the International
Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN).

Others, including many animal rights activists,
disagree. "Trophy hunting of endangered species
in this modern day is not necessary," says Jeffrey
Flocken at the International Fund for Animal
Welfare. "It's just an additional threat on top of
the other ones these animals are already facing."

Poaching & Habitat Loss
Africa has lost up to 60 percent of its large wild

animals in the past 40 years. One reason wildlife is

disappearing is poaching, especially the slaughter of
rhinos and elephants for their horns and ivory tusks,
which feeds a $20 billion-a-year industry; 30,000 ele-
phants are killed by poachers in Africa annually to
meet huge demand for ivory in China and elsewhere.

But conseNationists agree that habitat loss is the
biggest threat to wildlife. With Africa's population
ballooning-it's expected tEtoubie to 2.5 billion by
2050-cities are expanding and rural populations
are pushing into areas previously occupied only by
animals. In Mozambique, for example, the number
of people living inside one of the country's national
parks grew to about 35,000 in 2012 from about
21,000 in 2001. The population is increasingly
clashing with lions, officials say, catching them and

killing them when they attack livestock.
That's a problem that many fear will

increase if trophy hunting, which is cur-
rently ailowed in 23 African nations, is banned

across the continent. In addition to controlling
wild-animal populations, trophy hunting brings in
$200 million annually. Supporters say that money,
which trophy hunters pay governments or private
ranchers, contributes to conservation efforts; they
say it also trickles down into local communities,
providing funds to build schools, clinics, and infra-
structure. Without those benefits, experts fear,
locals won't have an incentive to tolerate wildlife.

That's what's happening in Botswana, where
trophy hunting was outiawed in 2014. The ban has
deprived locals of money that was once used to
build homes for the poor and install toilets.

"Before, when there was hunting, we wanted to
protect those animals because we knew we earned
something out of them," says villager Jimmy
Baitsholedi Ntema. "Now we don't benefit at all
from the animals."

Saving Namibia's Lions
African nations set varying rules for trophy hunt-

ing. Some ban the killing of animals that can still
breed or are critically endangered. (Lions are ranked
as "vulnerable," below "endangered" and "critically
endangered.") But enforcing the rules can be diffi
cu1t. Some guides illegally take hunters to protected
areas or lure the animals out, as in the case of Cecil.
And the money from hunting isn't always handled
properly. A 2013 report found that as little as 3 per-
cent of those funds actually makes it to locals.

Such problems have led some to search for other
ways to preserve wildlife, inciuding tourist pro-
grams like photo safaris. That's worked in Namibia,
where the creation of conservancies run by locals
has allowed the country to set aside 20 percent of
its land for conservation. As a result, Namibia's
populations of desert lions, desert elephants, and
black rhinos-all recently threatened with extinc-
tion-have increased several times over.

Namibia's success story could be key to inspir-
ing other African nations to boost their conserva-
tion efforts-and to do so by involving locals.

"We don't live in an age anymore where we can
just take a protected area and just say to surround-
ing communities, 'Sorry you're not allowed in there.
that's for the animals,' " says Hoffmann at the IUCN.
"Communities [must] feel llke they do have a say." .

With reporting by Nonmitsu Onishi of The Times.

300,000
Number of
elephants

living in the
wild in Africa,

down from 3 to
5 million in the

early 1900s.

600
Number of Iions
trophy hunters
kill every year

in Africa. There
are about

3O,0OO lions
left on the
continent.

SOURCE; IUCN (ESTIMATES)

$45,000
Value of a

pound of rhino
horn. Gold, in

comparison, is
worth about
s20,oo0 a

pound.
SOURCE:

THE WASH|NGTON POST

$200
million

Amount
brought in by

trophy hunting
in Africa every

year.
SOURCE: A STUDY BY PA.

RoULET (UN VERSITT
D'oRLEANS), AND

PA. LINDSEY AND S.S,
RoMANacH (uNtvrRStry
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f there's one thing world leaders
can agree on, it's that ISIS must be
crushed.

Over two weeks this fall, the ter-

rorist group killed nearly 400 people

in attacks in three different countries: A
Russian passenger jet wa$lown up over
Egypt; a calm Friday evening in Paris was

shattered by terorists dptonating explo-

sives and firing into crowds at restau-
rants and a concert; and suicide bombers

unleashed the deadliest attack in Beirut,

Lebanon, in 25 years. And in December, a

Muslim coupie in the U.S., claiming atle-

giance to ISIS but apparently acting on
their own, killed 14 people and wounded
2J others in San Bernardino, California.

These are just a few of the atrocities
that ISIS-the Islamic State of Iraq and
Syria, also known as the Islamic State or
ISIL-has been linked to in recent years.

The radicai Islamist group has seized large

swaths of Syria and Iraq, where it's trying
to create its own state (see map, p. 10).

There, it has t /
imposed laws

{q;;.,#d'

based ona strict
interpretation of Isiam.

J W"t"n a video on the evolution of lSlS at upfrontmagazine.com

a @feNctu!!ork@imBg uprnorr . upFRoNrMAGAzrNE.coM

ISIS's stated ambition is to re-establish

an Islamic caliphate likq. the ones that
ruled the Middle East and North Africa in
past centuries. But recently it's also made
iJ clear that it intends to wage a holy war
with the West. After the attacks in.France,

ISIS issued a warning: The events were

merely the "first of [a coming] storm."
Now the world is vowing to fight back.

ISIS "cannot be toierated," President
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Obama declared following the attacks
in France, "It must be destroyed."

The day after the Paris attacks, rep-

resentatives from 17 countries met in
Vienna, Austria, and promised to coordi-

nate their efforts to defeat ISIS.

)
Executions & Beheadingi

But that will require uniting longtime

rivals such as the U.S. and Russia, and

Iran and Saudi Arabia. Beyond that, it
means addressing a complex set of prob-

Iems in the Middle East.

ISIS is the product of recent chaos

*Alawites are a sect of Shiite Islam.

in the Arab world, and it also feeds off
centuries of sectadan strife within Islam.

ISIS followers are Sunni Muslims, and

the group considers Islam's other. major

secr, the Shiites, to be infidels. That's
why ISIS sees the Shiite-led govern-

ments of Iraq and Syria as enemy states.

In 2011, a civil war broke out in Syria,

with many rebel gtoups-including some

that had U.S. support-fighting against

lyria's tyrannical Alawite* president,

Bashar al-Assad. ISIS, which began as an

Al Qaeda affiliate in Iraq, took advantage

of the chaos and started seizing territory

I

d

r-
lSlS fighters during a military parade

in the northern Syrian town of Tal Abyad

in Syria. With its brutal tactics-including
on-the-spot executions and public-behead-

ings of opponents-ISlS became the most

powerful of the rebel armies there.,

'As ISIS won victory after victory and

tbok more and more territory it attracted

fighters from all over the world," says

political scientist Karl Kaltenthaler of the

University of Akron, in Ohio.

In December 2013, ISIS pushed back

into Iiaq, ionquering territory aLiout the

size of Great Britain. ISIS terorized regions

under its control, forcing Christians and

religious minorities to convert or die, and

JANUARY 11,2c16 9



selling thousands into slavery. It seized

oil refineries and stole $425 million from

Iraq's central bank. Six months later, the

group's leader, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi,

declared ali land under its occupation the

new caliphate of the Islamic State.

In many ways, ISIS has functioned

as a real, organized state. It has proved

adept at financing itself by selling oil,

collecting kidnapping ransoms, and

heavily taxing people within its territory.

Through sophisticated social media

programs targeting disaffected Muslims

around the globe, ISIS has attracted thou-

sands of recruits woridwide-including
an estimated 4,000 Westerners, about 250

of them American. As was apparently the

case with the San Bernardino attackers,

ISIS has inspired some people to carry out

terrodst attacks in its name (see "A New

Threat at Home," facing page).

8,OOO Airstrikes
It's clear that ISIS's influence is spread-

ing. While most experts believe ending

the Syrian war is key to stopping ISIS,

tensions run high over how to do it.

Years of costly U.S.{ed wars in Iraq and

Afghanistan have left many Americans

wary of getting stuck in another conflict.

Although President Obama has refused to

send ground troops to Syria, he authorized
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Mourning the victims of the lSlS terrorist attacks in Paris; 130 people were killed.

bombing raids in August 2014. Since then,

the U.S. and its allies have conducted

more than 8,000 airstrikes on ISIS targets.

Until the most recent tenodst attacks,

Obama's goal had been to "contain" ISIS

within its territory. Some experts think
that's the best way to gradually reduce

its influence. But others blame Obama's

caution for allowing the group to grow.

Most of the 2016 presidential candi-

dates have called for a more aggressive

fight with the enemy.

Republican Marco Rubio wants the

U.S. and other nations to send ground

troops. "We will only be able to protect

our people at home if we defeat IISIS]

abroad," he says.

"Our goal is not to deter or contain

ISIS, but to defeat and destroy ISIS," says

Democrat Hillary Clinton.

The challenge of getting American

leaders to agree on how to fight ISIS is

dwarfed by the problem of uniting the

international community against it. The

countries that met in Vienna want to stop

the war in Syria, 1ay the foundations for

a new government, and tackle ISIS. But

among the parties involved, there's huge

disagreement over critical issues, particu-

larly relating to Syria.

Chief among them: the fate of Syrian

President Assad. Russian President
\4adimir Putin insists that Assad, his long-

time ally, be parl of any future Syrian gov-

ernment. The Shiite government of Iran

also supports Assad.
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For the U.S. and regional Sunni powers

like Saudi Arabia and Turkey, however,

keeping Assad in power is out of the

^*S question. The U.S. blames Assad for

atrocities committed against Syria's

people-including the use of chemi-

ca1 weapons and the relentless bomb-

ing of Syrian cities by his own air force

Despite their deep divisions, experts say

the fact that these adversaries are meeting

together to talk about ISIS is a step in the
lSlS controll,-,'i"r"ri"ilJ" rightdirection.
l::il-gl':l- I But it will take much more than talk-

SOURCE: INSTITUTE FOR

THESTUDY0FWAR ing to defeat ISIS.

Graeme Wood of the Council on

Foreign Relations in Washington, D'C.'

Area of
detail

IRAN

SAUBI

ARABIA
PERS'AN

GULF

{ December 2011 The

withdraws the last of its trot

from lraq, leavinq lraqi forces I

charge of fightlng militant grot

rsrs
l(EY DATES

2OO4 A year after the U.S. invasion October 2006 The leader

of lraq, a Sunni l,4uslim extremist group of Al 0aeda in lraq establishes

called Al Oaeda in lraq forms to fight a new group called the lslamic

Americans and Shiite lraqis. Staie of lraq (lSl).
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A NEW THNEAT AT HOME
An lSlS-inspired attack on American soil shows the terrorist threat has entered "a new phase"

On the same daY she and her husband

killed 14 people and wounded 21 at an

office party in San Bernardino, California'

Tashfeen Malik pledged allegiance to the

lslamic State in a Facebook Post.
Authorities declared the December 2

attacks by Malik and her husband, Syed

Rizwan Farook, to be an act of terror
apparently inspired, but not ordered' by

lSlS (the lslamic State of lraq and Syria).

The rampage was the first time
terrorists linked to lSlS have successfully

struck in the United States.

President Obama speaking to the nation

from the Oval Office in December

coalition of nations vowing to defeat

the terrorist group would soon produce

results. But he also urged Americans not

to give in to fear or be suspicious of all

Muslims. And he reiterated his refusal

to be dragged into another ground war

in the Middle East.

Republican leaders and presidential

candidates mocked the speech' House

Speaker Paul Ryan called it "disappointing:

no new plan, just a halfhearted attempt to

defend and distract from a failing policy."

Juan Zarate, a counterterrorism official

"The terrorist threat has evolved into

a new phase," said President Obama, addressing the nation

from the Oval Office several days after the attack. "As we've

become better at preventing complex, multifaceted attacks like

9/11, terrorists turned to less complicated acts of violence like

the mass shootings that are all too common in our society."

Obama said the U.S' would intensify airstrikes against lSlS

in Syria and lraq and reassured Americans that the growing

in the administration of President George

W. Bush, says Obama's basic problem is that his message until

now-that the U.5. is making progress against lslS-seems
contradicted by the recent spate of attacks linked to lSlS.

"lf you're making progress, terrorist threats shouldn't be

appearing on your shores," Zarate says. "This threat seems to

call for wal but that's exactly what Mr. Obama does not want to

do. lt's a real dilemma." -Gardiner Harris and Michael D. Shear
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believes the terrorists, who lack an air

force and sophisticaied weaponry could

be beaten on a battlefield. The problem,

he says, is that kind of all-out military fight

could backfire in the long run.

"ISIS has a story about what the war

is: Muslims versus everyone else, espe-

cially Christians," Wood says. Simply

crushing ISIS militarily might gener-

ate sympathy for them among angry

Muslims around the world, he explains.

A Long Road Ahead
Most experts agree that defeating

ISIS can't be accomplished solely with

armies. It must involve cutting off
ISIS's funding and creating stable and

effective Middle Eastern governments

and armed forces, as General JosePh

Dunford, head of the U.S. Joint Chiefs

of Staff, told Congress in JulY.

Ending terrorism itseif will require an

even greater effort, says?ami Khouri,

a Middle East scholar at the American

University of Beirut, in Lebanon. He says

April 2O13 lSl combines with a radical

group fighting in Syria's civil war. Calling itself

the Islamic State of lraq and Syria (lSlS), the

new group begins seizing territory in Syria.

Experts scry ISIS
ccn't be delecrted solelY

with.rrmies.
it means changing the repressive Arab

governments-such as those in Egypt and

Iraq-that for years have sowed a sense

of hopelessness among their citizens.

"The terrible peoPle who created

Al Qaeda and ISIS did not come out of a

vacuum," Khouri says. "Their movements

came as a consequence of decades and

decades of ordinary people in the Arab

countries being subjected to continuous

mistreatment by their own societies."

Jobless, subject to police brutality, and

often jailed for religious or political activi-

ties, many Arabs have turned in despera-

don lo mililant Islam, Khouri says.

Even the most optimistic of observ-

ers see a long road ahead. Still, there are

signs of progress: U.S.-led airstrikes have

already allowed other rebel groups in

Syria and the Iraqi army to reclaim some

ground they'd lost to ISIS. The U.S. has

< 2014 lSlS seizes major

cities in lraq, including Falluja

and lt/osul, prompting a

refugee crisis.

successfully targeted the largest source of

ISIS's funding by bombing trucks car4ring

oil in Syria. President Obama is sending

special forces into Iraq to direct further air-

strikes and assist the Iraqi military and the

Kurdish forces already battiing ISIS.

Meanwhile, Secretary of State John

Kerry and other diplomats are work-

ing hard behind the scenes to hammer

out a plan to address the crisis in Syria

and the larger problem of ISIS. No one

knows exactly what that will look like

or how possible it will be to implement.

The fight against ISIS is an uPhill

battle and a long-term project, says

Anthony Cordesman of the Center for

Strategic and International Studies.

"These are problems that don't go

away," he says. "That doesn't mean you

can afford not to fight ISIS. But at some

level, the kinds of problems related to

Islamic extremism are going to go on for

a long time after ISIS." r

With rcpolling by Patricia Smith.

November 2Ol5 lSlS carries out

ienorist attacks in Paris and Beirut, and

downs a Russian plane in Egypt, making clear

it's a major terrorist threat worldwide.
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Mashco Piro tribe members in Peru,

photoqraphed at long range in 2011

he man known as Epa is
familiar to the villagers who

live along Peru's Curanja
River, which flows through
some of the densest rainfor-

est of the nation's vast Amazon regton.

Most of Epa's tribe, the Mastanahua,

remains deep in the junf,e, still liv-
ing like the native peoples did before

Europeans arrived hundreds of years

ago: unclothed, hunting with bows and

arrows, and picking medicinal plants to

ward off lilness. But such isolated tribes,

which have long avoided outsiders, can

no longer depend on the forest as a ref-

uge. In the past year, throughout the

Amazon, tribe members have begun to

emerge into settled areas in unpredict-

able and occasionally violent ways-
often because of hunger or desperation.

Epa, who I met on a reporting trip last

sprlng, lives with a foot in each world:

He has lived most of his life among

the jungle's most isolated people and

he boasts of his hunting prowess. But

he also wears a soccer shirt and nylon

shorts and spends time among the

settled villagers on the river.

Last year, Epa's tribe was accused of

raiding several of those villages, taking

machetes, clothes, and food. in other

parts of the rainforest, violence by and

against once-isolated people is on the

rise. In May, iust outslde the Mani
National Park, a man from the Mashco

Piro tribe shot an arrow that killed a

2O-year-old villager. Last year, several

members of Peru's Xinane tribe waded

ry

4

l( W"t"n a video on tribes and development at upfrontmagazine.com
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across a dver to seek help at a Brazilian

settlement. A few of their relatives, they

said, had died when they were attacked,

possibly by drug traffickers.

In some ways, these conflicts are the

1ast, lingering echoes of the collision
of cultures that began in 1492, when

Christopher Columbus landed in the

New World. Since then, tens of millions

of native people have perished-many
from European and African diseases-and

entire cultures have vanished.

At Risk of Extinction
There are other native tribes liv-

ing beyond the reach of the global
economy-in places like the Andaman

Islands in the Indian Ocean, the moun-

tains of New Guinea in the South Pacific,

and elsewhere (see box) . But the planet's

largest and most diverse isolated cultures

are centered in the Amazon, primarily in
eastern Peru and western Brazil. They

still lack immunity from many Western

diseases. And they have no modern
weapons to defend themselves from
armed intruders like drug smugglers and

illegal loggers. They also have no voice in

national politics.

Experts and aid groups warn that
drug trafficking, logging, mining, and oil
drilling, along with a changing climate,

vanishing species, and a shrinking forest,

put these tribes at risk of extlnction. Even

TV crews searching for "uncontacted"

natives pose a threat; according to a 2008

report by a Peruvian anthropologist, one

crew that strayed beyond its permitted

Other lsolated Tlibes
in South America & Asia
The Senitelese (50 to 200 remaining) are
believed to have lived on North Senitel lsland
(one of the Andaman lslands, 18O miles off the
coast of Myanmar) for 60,000 years.

The Korowai (about 3,OOO remaining) live in the
Papau region of lndonesia, which is mountainous
and densely forested. They sleep in tree houses
and use stone tools.

The Ayoreo (about 5,000 remaining) are the only
uncontacted tribe in South America outside the
Amazon. They live in forests in Paraguay and Bolivia.

area has been implicated in the deaths of

some 20 native people from the flu.

The indigenous people who remain

appear to be fighting among themselves

for dwindling resources. Epa showed me

a scar on his torso-the result of an attack

by tribal enemies, he said.

In recent years, Peru has started to set

up five reserves, covering an area larger

than Massachusetts, as safety zones for

the tribes. More are planned.

But both Peru and Brazil see the
Amazon as a treasure house of oil, tim-
ber, and gold, and that threatens the

tribes who llve deep in the rainforest. TWo

huge projects crossing the continent-
the $2.8 billion, 1,600-mile Interoceanic

Highway; and the Chinese-

sponsored $10 billion,
3,300-mile Twln Ocean

Railroad-will no doubt
stlmulate both economies,

but at a steep cost. The rail-

road would plow through
tropical savanna and thick
forest, cutting across a

remote region of Peru that
is home to hundreds of
indigenous communities.

Development can't
be halted, but it can be

done more intelligently

.* - 3r X.#;S
Epa lives deep

in the rainforest but

has contact with the

outside world.

and humanely than what happened ln
the 19th century in the United States,

when American Indians were repeatedly

pushed off their iand to accommodate

white settlers.

We know what works. Small frontier
posts on rivers can protect reserves from

intruders. Immunized health care work-

ers can provide emergency care and

snuff out potential epidemics among

isolated peoples who emerge for help.

Illegai loggers and miners can be pros-

ecuted. Road and railroad construction

and oil exploration can be kept outside

the borders of reserves and parks. None

of this requires a lot of money; it does

require an inclusive political approach

and an awareness of history.

More than 500 years after Columbus

arrived, we have an opportunity-really,
one last chance-to avoid repeating the

catastrophes endured by so many native

peoples in the Americas. We have more

than enough information. We under-
stand disease and can immunize those

who might contact isolated peoples. We

can acknowledge that some people don't

want to join the global econorny. We

don't have to commit another genocide. o

Andrew Lawler is a science jouma\ist based

in North Carolina.
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"I feel like we're living underwater."

Thanks to climate change, it maY

not be long before the Marshall islands

are literaily underwater, mosi scientists

agree. That's because the rise in Earth's

temperature causes a host of side effects,

including flooding from rising seas,

severe drought, and more destructive

weather in general.

With low-lying nations like the Marshall

Islands already feeling the effects of cli-

mate change on a dally basis, the world

has started to take action after maly years

of delays. In December, the U'S. and 194

other nations agreed to a landmark accord

(seebox, p. 17) thalcommits them to low-

ering the greenhouse gas emissions that

scientists say are heating up the planet'
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Whether il's record lempercrlures'
rising secrs, or diserppecrring rivers'
the ellects oI climcrte chcrnge crre
clrecrdy being felt in cr growing number
ol countries BY PArRtctA slt4lrH

inber Anej lives in the Marshall

Islands, a tinY nation in the

Pacific Ocean that's slowlY but

surely being swallowed bY the

sea. Every day, Anej joins a

group of men and boYs who wade into

the water at low tide and gather chunks

of concrete and metal scraps to rebuild

a seawall in front of his home'

It's a losing battle. The temporary bar-

rier is no match for the rising tides that

regularly flood the shacks and muddy

streets with salt water and raw sewage.

"lt's insane, I know," saYs Anej,

30, who lives with his familY of 13 in

a four-room house. "But it's the only

option we've got."

Standing near his house, he saYs,

|( w"t"tr a video on the impact of climate change at uplrontmagazine.com



Severe flooding
in Majuro, the capital

of the Marshall lslands
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activi-The goai is to try to prevent the worst

effects of climate change from happening.

Those effects are already evident
around the world (see map, p. 16),

according to scientists. In Bangladesh, ris-

ing sea levels have forced millions to leave

coastal villages along the Bay of Bengal.

In Mali, an impoverished African country

drought is making farming increasingly

difficult. And in the northwestern U.S.,

the Pacific Ocean is encroaching upon
lands the Quinault lndian Nation has

lived on for thousands of years.

In January, weather researchers con-

firmed that 2015 was the hottest year

worldwide since record keeping began in
the 19th centur% eclipsing 2014, which
previously held the record. The vast

majority of scientists say human

ties are to blame.

Despite accumulating evidence, how-

ever, there's still widespread skepticism

in the U.S. about whether climate change

is real. About a third of Americans say

it isn't a serious threat, and many
Republican lawmakers are skeptical.

'Evidence ls Overwhelming'
But 97 percent of climate scientists

say the problem is urgent, according to

a 2014 report by the world's largest sci-

entific organizalion, which warned that
the world was running out of time to
deal with ciimate change.

"The evidence is overwhelming:
Levels of greenhouse gases in the atmo-

sphere are rising," said the report,
by the American Association for the

Advancement of Science. "Temperatures

are going up. Springs are arriving earlier.

Ice sheets are melting. Sea level is rising.

The patterns of rainfall and drought are

changing. Heat waves are getting worse."

How did we get into this situatlon?

Scientists say the burning of fossil fuels

like oil and coal-mostiy from cars and

power piants-has caused a buildup
of carbon dioxide and other gases that
trap heat in the atmosphere. There are

other sources too: Cows raised for meat

or dairy production, for example, emit
methane gas during digestion.

These invisible gases let sunlight
through but prevent some of the
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resulting heat from radiating back out

to space. Because they behave like the

panes in a greenhouse, they're called

greenhouse gases, and their influ-
ence on Earth's temperature is called

the greenhouse effect. The higher the

concentration of greenhouse gases, the

warmer the planet gets.

Severe Weather
The level of carbon dioxide, the main

greenhouse gas, is up 41 percent since

the Industrlal Revolution in the early

19th century. If current trends con-

tinue, it could double in a few decades.

Already, the planet has warmed

1.4 degrees Fahrenheit since the 1800s.

That may not sound like much,

but many scientists see links between

warmer global temperatures and more

severe weather. For example, they say

the prolonged drought in California has

been intensified by climate change. And

one of the most worrisome effects may

be the melting of much of the Earth's ice

in the polar regions, which is likely to

raise sea levels and flood coastal regions.

Ironically, some of the countries that

have contributed the least to the planet's

warming-because they're poor and have

fewer cars and power plants-are among

those suffering most ftom the effects.

In Mali, climate change has raised

temperatures and sharpiy reduced rain-

fall. With more than B0 percent of the

population dependent on agriculture

for survival, the lack of rain seriously

threatens food suPPlies.

"ln Ma1i, we are facing droughts and a

coming desertificaiion; we have a rainy

season which went from a six-month

duration to a month and a half in just

a few years," says Maiga Sina Damba, a

former government minister. "So climate

change is a daily life issue for us."

With an annual Per caPita income of

$660 last year and more than 43 Per-

cent of its popuiation living in poverty,

Malians don't have the tools to adapt to

their changing environment.
"I saw with mY own eYes the River

Niger vanish into the sands, as the

months went by," says Mali's president'

Ibrahim Boubacar Keita. The Niger River

is the third longest in Africa, and it sup-

ports 112 million people in nine countries'

While Mali's problem is not enough

water, in the northwestern U.S., the

problem is too much water. The Quinault

Indian Nation may abandon its small vil-

lage on the outer coast of Washington's

Olympic Peninsula because the rising

Pacific Ocean threatens to engulf it. For

now, a seawall is protecting the village,

but a $60 million plan to move the entire

village further inland is being considered.

An Underwater GemeterY

The Marshall Islands faces a similar

problem. Most of the nation's 1,000 or

so islands, located in the North Pacific'

near the equator, are less than 6 feet

above sea level-and few are more than

a mile wide.

In the capital, Majuro, waves have

overtaken a seaside cemetery; about

10 rows of coffins and headstones have

washed out to sea. People have begun

burying their dead in above-ground

concrete tombs, but even those are now

threatened by rising waves. Farmers are

A GLOBAT THREAT
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POLAR REGIONS
Melting ice sheets in the

Arctic, the Antarctic, and

Greenland could raise

sea levels I to 3 feet by 2100
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The Niger River, which

flows through Guinea,

lvlall, Niger, Benin, and

Nigeria, has dried up,

jeopardizing farming

in the region.
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also siruggling with salt water soaking

their fields and killing their crops'

If climate change causes sea levels to

rise [urlher, islanders who today experi-

ence deluges of tidal flooding once every

month or two could see their homes unfit

for human habitation within decades'

Displacing l8 Million?

In terms of global imPact' the situ-

ation in Bangladesh is even more dire'

Climate change there could make mil-

lions homeless in one of the world's

most turbulent regions' BY 2050'

17 percent of its land could be inun-

dated, displacing about 1B million peo-

ple, according to scientists' proiections'

and creating a potentiai security threat'

"There are a lot of places in the world at

risk from rising sea levels, but Bangladesh

is at the top of everybody's list"' says

Rafael ReuvenY, an environmental

affairs professor at Indiana University at

Bloomington. 'And the world is not ready

to cope with the Problems'"

Bangladeshis have already started

moving awaY from the lowest-lYing

villages in the river deltas of the Bay

of Bengal. Rising tides are a big factor'

Surveys indicate that as many as 1'5

million of the 5 million slum inhabit-

ants in Dhaka, the capital, moved there

from villages near the Bay of Bengal'

John Pethick, a former Professor at

Newcastle University in England' ana-

lyzed decades of tidal records and found

that high tides in Bangladesh are rising

10 times faster than the globai average'

He predicts that seas in Bangladesh

.onld,ir. as much as 13 feet bY 2100'

four times the global average'

Tariq Karim, Bangiadesh's ambassa-

dor to India, estimates that as many as

50 million people could flee the country

by 2050 if sea levels rise as expected'

"We need a regional and' better Yet'

a global soiution," Karim says' "And if

wl don't get one soon, the Bangladeshi

peopie will soon become the world's

probiem, because we wili not be abie

to keeP them."

But many climate change experts fear

time for action may be running out' Bill

McKibben, a professor at Middiebury

College in Vermont and a climate activ-

ist, is alarmed by rising average tempera-

tures. If the Earth gets too hot' there may

be a point of no return when it comes to

preventing the worst effects on humans'

"We're living through history"' says

McKibben, "and not the good kind'" o

With reporttng by Coral Dauenport' Gardener

Holrrr,, ond Litia Blaise of The N ew York Times
s

THE PARIS
GIIiIATE DEAL
The climate deal struck in Paris

in December has the backing of 195

nations, including the United States'

The goal of the Paris Accord is to

prevent the worst predicted effects

of climate change from haPPenlng'

Here's how it's suPPosed to work'

o Every countrY has to Publish a

plan for cutting emissions' but

ih. .gt""t.nt doesn't saY how

those cuts should haPPen or how

big theY should be'

a Every five years, starting in 2020'

nations must reconvene and

present uPdated Plans that would

increase their emissions cuts'

a The countries'plans are voluntary'

but the accord requires them to

publiclY monitor and rePort their

actions, which is intended to create

a sYstem of global Peer Pressure'

o Unlike Previous climate deals'

the Paris Accord has the same

reguirements for develoPed

countries like the U'5' and

develoPing countries like China'

FEBRUARY zg, zota 17
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n the moments just before Kim
Suozzi died of cancer at age

23, it fell to her boyfriend, Josh

Schisler, to follow through with
lhe plan to freeze her brain.

As her breath grew ragged, he

fumbled for his phone. Fighting the

emotion thai threatened to paralyze

him, he alerted the cryonics team

waiting nearby and called the nurses

to come pronounce her dead. Any
delay would jeopardize the chance to

maybe, someday, resllrrect her mind. , i
It was impossible to know, on

that cloudless morning on Jan. 17,

2013, in Scottsdale, Arizona, which
fragments of Kirn's identity might
survive, if any. Would she remember

their first, fumbling kiss in his dorm
room five years earlier? Their private
jokes and dumb arguments? More than
memories, Josh, then 24, wished for the

crude procedure to save whatever part of
her brain gave rise to her dry generous

humor, compelled her to greet every cat

she saw with a high-pitched "helllooo,"

and inspired her to write him poems.

"I just think it's worth trying to pre-

serve Kim," Josh said.

What ls Cryonics?
it may sound crazy, but a handful of

people around the world every year choose

cryonics over burial. That means they
decide to freeze their bodies upon death,

in the hope that decades or centuries
from now they could be revived. Others,

like Kim, prefer to preserve only their
heads, so that, in the future, the brain's
billions of interconnected
neurons could be digitally
scanned and converted into
computer code. If that code

is one day "uploaded" to a
robotic or virtual body, the

hope is that a person's mind

holding on
'The brcrin is

lo mcny ol
its secrels,'

r,
i,$'

Josh Schisler and Kim Suozzi
(above) at their home in Colorado Springs

in 2012; Kim's post on Reddit (nghf)

Once the stuff of science fiction,
the idea of brain preservation is
today taken seriously by some neu- ,

roscientists, who believe it may be

possible one day for our minds to
continue after death-in a computer l

or some other kind of simulation. To

make this happen. it's key lo preserve

a person's brain correctly after death.

Cryonics tries to do this by storing the

brain at very low temperatures in liquid
nitrogen gas. Even when that process goes

well, though, it almost certainly damages

some of the billions of fragile connections

in a human brain. The second step is to
scan those connections sometime in the

future and map them using computers trt

create a digital reproduction of the brain.

The latest advances in sci-

ence seem promising: Some

scientists have successfully
preserved the much smaller
brains of a mouse, a rabbit,
and a pig without damag-

ing their connections. Others

'I
L\f r;J '\r ,, ,,1
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Denk, a director at the Max Planck
Institute of Neurobiology in Germany.

But many other neuroscientists dis-

agree. Even if a whole human brain
could be successfully preserved, "we are

nowhere close to brain emulation given

our current level of understanding,"
says Cori Bargmann, a neuroscientist at

Rockefeller University in New York.
'Wil it ever be possible?" she asks. "I

don't know. But this isn't 50 years away."

'lt Freaks People Out'
Kim and Josh met, and fell in love,

tn 2007 during their freshman year at

Truman State University in Kirksville,
Missouri. Soon they could be found
talking into the night in an empty dor-
mitory lounge, turning out the lights to
keep others from entering. Josh, a politi
cal science major, would often coax Kim,
who was studying cognitive science, into
teaching him about the brain.

By their junior year, they'd developed

could be brought back to life. (That's

because it's widely believed that a brain's

network of neurons encodes our unique
memories and learned behaviors-and,
some argue, makes us who we are.)

have successfully mapped the neurons
from small bits of lab animals' brains.

"l can see within, say,40 years, that we

would have a method to generate a digital
replica of a person's mind," says Winfried

J W"t"n a video about Kim and her boyfriend at uplrontmagazine.com
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a private language of jokes and mispro-

nounced words. In their senior year'

Kim applied to a neuroscience fellow-

ship as a stepping-stone to grad school.

Josh was lining up a job as a legislative

assistant to a Missouri state representa-

tive but promised to get a job in politics

wherever she Ianded.

The headaches started that winter, in

2010. Then came the seizure. Kim was

in a friend's car when she found it dif-

ficult to ta1k. She went to the hospital

and was diagnosed with a brain tumor.

"Good news: got into The Center for

Behavioral Neurosciences' BRAIN sum-

mer program," she wrote on Facebook

in March 2011. "Bad news: a tumor got

into my BRAIN."

The surgery to remove the tumor
revealed that she had an incurable form

of cancer that, even if treated, would leave

her less than two years to live. Then, in the

spring of 2012, Ihe tumor came back in a

part of her brain that was inoperable. Kim

understood that soon she would be unable

to grasp things, write, or play her favor-

ite video game, Ocaino. of Ttme. ThaI's

when she became certain that her only

real chance for a future-no matter how

slim the chance-was cryonics, which she

had first read about in a cognitive science

class. But she knew it was expensive, and

even her closest friends seemed unsure

when she sounded them out about it.
"It freaks people out," she told Josh.

Kim's Death
After her dad refused to help her pay

the $80,000 fee to have her brain frozen

at the Aicor Life Extension Foundation,

the Iarger of two U.S. cryonics orga-

nizations, Kim decided to turn to the

Internet for help. In August 2012, she

wrote a post on Reddit, asking readers

for donations. The post had a picture

of Kim holding a handwritten sign that

read: "Freeze me, Reddit."

The reason why many neuroscientists

see cryonics-and the dream of reproduc-

ing an individual's consciousness-as

unforeseeably far off is that we still don't

know that much about the brain. The

fundamental question of how the brain's

physical processes give rise to thoughts,

feelings, and behavior remains a mystery.

"We have to recognize that there are

many huge gaps that have to be leaped

over," says Stephen J. Smith, a neuro-

scientist at the Allen Institute for Brain

Science in Seattle. "The brain is holding

on to many of its secrets."

And that's the main Problem at the

heart of cryonics. Though it's widely

believed that all the connections among

How to Resurrecl a Brain
There's a lot of speculation on whether bringing back a person's mind is feasible,

but here's how the process might work
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@ Sto." the Brain
To preserve a person's network of neuTons,

remove the brain right after death and

store it at extremely low temperatures

(-238'F to -460'F), in steel tanks filled

with liquid nitrogen.

@ s"an the Synapses
Remove the brain from storaqe. Scan its neurons

and connections, called synapses, using an electron

microscope. Create a computer-generated digital

map of the brain. With today's technology, it could

take 25 years to map a brain's 100 billion neurons.

@ UploaO the Digitized Brain
to a Robot or ComPuter

Store the brain's digital map 0n a computer chip

or convert it into comPuter code.

Then upload it to a robotic or virtual body,

bringing the person's mind back to life.

The body of Kim Suozzi is packed in ice and prepared for cryopreservation on Jan.17' 2013.
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our brain's neurons encode our memo-

ries and character traits, neuroscientists

disagree on whether a map of a brain's

synapses is sufficient to reconstruct a

mind. In other words, there's really no

way to know whether a faithful copy of
your brain would be you.

And then there are the ethicai consid-

erations: If cryonics succeeds, some ask,

what's going to happen to our already

overcrowded world? And many religious

people argue that only God can resurect

the dead, and escaping mortality is sinful.

For Kim and Josh, the mere chance of

meeting again in the future was worth

a shot. They were able to raise enough

money online to pay for Kim's cryopreser-

vation at Alcor. And as her condition wors-

ened, they decided that Kim would die in

Scottsdaie, near Alcor's headquarters,

which would a-llow the cryonics team to

begin the procedure right after death.

The moming of Jan. 17, 2013, Kim took

her last breath. Alcor's medical staff per-

formed a series of steps designed to keep

her brain from sweiling. Kim was con-

nected to a CPR device to restore the cir-

culation of her blood. A tube was inserted

into her lungs to deliver air. Then she was

lowered into an ice bath and carried to a

van for the short drive to Alcor's facility.

By late morning, her head had been

separated from her torso. As Josh watched

from an observation window, he looked

into her face for the last time before her

head was stored in a steel tank filled with

liquid nitrogen gas.

When a CT scan of Kim's brain
arrived from Alcor, it showed that the

procedure and tumor had damaged

parts of her brain. Josh still hopes that
neuroscientists will eventually develop

the tools to piece together whatever

remains of Kim's network of neurons.

Today, three years after her death, Josh

has a girlfriend, a friend of Kim's. They're

glad Kim was cryopreserved and hope to

see her again in the future, Josh says, even

if it means having their own brains pre-

served before then. o

Amy Harmon is a national correspondent

for The New York Times.

Spanish explorer
Juan Ponce de le6n (riqht)

and his men looked for the

Fountain of Youth, according

to popular legend.
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accidentally reached Florida in 1513

while searching for the Fountain
of Youth, a legendary wellspring
thought to give immortality to
whoever swam in it or drank from it.
Today, most historians think that's
just a legend, but in St. Augustine,
Florida, there's still a 1OO-year-old
tourist attraction claiming to be

Ponce de Le6n's Fountain of Youth.

The lmmortal Jellyfish
ln the l99Os, scientists discovered
that a species ofjellyfish, Turritopsis

dohrnii, has the ability to rejuvenate
itself. When under threat, the so-called
Benjamin Button jellyfish (from

F. Scott Fitzgerald's story) transforms
itself from an adult into a baby. Some

hope the immortal jellyfish can help

scientists find a cure for cancer-or
even unlock the secret to immortality.

Cryonics

Today, a handful of people every year
have themselves cryopreserved upon
death. They freeze their bodies or
brains, in the hope that decades
or centuries from now they can be

brought back to life.

-Alessandra Potenza

The Secrrch lor Immortcrlity
Through the Ages

For centuries, humans have been on a quest for eternal life

Ancient Egypt

Believing that after death they
could be reborn, Ancient Egyptians
mummified their pharaohs to
preserve their bodies for the afterlife.

China's Empire

China's first emperor, Qin Shi Huang
(259-210 e.c.), was obsessed with the
idea of living forever. He tried several
remedies to achieve immortality,
including ingesting mercury to build
resistance to death. lronically, he

died of mercury poisoning.

The Philosopher's Stone

ln the Middle Ages, the legend
of the so-called "philosopher's
stone," a substance that could give
immortality to its owner, began
spreading. For centuries, alchemists
tried to create the stone by mixing
compounds in their labs, eventually
building a base of knowledge for the
development of modern chemistry
and pharmacology.

The Fountain of Youth

It was long believed that Spanish
explorer Juan Ponce de Le6n

FEBRUARY 29,2016
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Football is one ol Americcr's
mosl iconic sporls.

But is if iusr loo dcrngerous?
BY GABRIEL CHARLES TYLER

ryce Monti was about to make

a routine tackle when he
knocked heads with one of
his teammates and fell onto

the football field at Hortonville
High School in Hortonville, Wisconsin.

"When I got back up, I saw two score-

boards," he recalls of the 2014 game.
"I was out of it completely."

. Monti, then a 17-year-old Hortonville
junior, says he knew the helmet-to-
helmet collision was a hard hit. But he

shook it off and played the rest of the
game. He had no idea that he'd sustained

a concussion until his parents took him
to the emergency room later that night.

Monti followed the doc-

tor's orders and sat out a

game. But eager to help his

team, he returned after a

week and quickly sustained

another concussion. A year

later, he's still struggiing
with painful headaches and

he faces the possibility of
permanent brain damage.

"I wanted to get back out

there, not only for myself,

but for my team," Monti
says. "l never really thought
going back would cost me

in the long mn."
His story, whlch

received a lot of local
media attention, is just
one example of the recent

of don'l think
my lile

will ever be
lhe scme.'

-BRYCE MONTI

public spotiight on football and the
repeated head trauma that's a routine
part of the game. The National Football
League (NFL) for years denied there was

a link between the sport and brain dam-

age, but in 2009, it acknowledged pub-

Iicly for the first time that concussions
suffered while playing football can lead

to long-term negative health effects. Last

year, the NFL revealed that it expects

neariy a third of retired players to
develop permanent brain lmpairments.

Medical researchers at Boston
University recently confirmed that BB of
92 former NFL players who donated their
brains for research suffered from chronic

traumatic encephalopathy
(C.T.E.), a brain disease

induced by repetitive
head trauma and linked
to depression, aggression,

impulse-control problems,

memory loss, and demen-

tia. Several former play-
ers-all found to have had

C.T.E.-have committed
suicide, and hundreds more

continue to suffer from irre-

versible brain damage.

Concern over concus-
sions has filtered down
from the NFL to colleges,

high schools, and youth
leagues, with more par-
ents becoming fearful of a
sport that's long been tied
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Aledo High School battles

Brenham High School in Texas, 2014 J W"t"tr a video about football and concussions at upfrontmagazine.com
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to community pride and tradltion. A
recent Bloomberg Politics poll found that
50 percent of Americans wouldn't want
their sons to play football.

"Football is at a crossroads," says Jodi

Balsam, a sports law professor at Brooklyn
Law School in New York. 'And that cross-

roads is about convincing the next gener-

ation of players and their parents that the
game is safe to play and that the rewards

of playing outweigh the risks."
Football has always been a sport

known for hard tackles and rough play,

making injuries inevitable (see "How We

Got FootbalL," p. .lBJ. A typical high school

football player receives about 650 hits to
the head per season, according to research

conducted by the University of Michigan's
NeuroTlauma Research Laboratory. In
2014, more than 9,500 concussions were
reported among high school football play-

ers in the U.S. At least eight high school
football players have died so far this
year, according to the National Center for
Catastrophic Sport Injury Research, but,
in some cases, factors other than football
might have contributed to the deaths.

Playing Through Pain
Although sports-related concussions

among young people in the U.S. have
been on the rise in generai (see "It's Not
Just Footboll," focing po"ge), football has
the highest rates of catastrophic head
injuries. Some argue that players have
Iong been conditioned to play through
pain, often heading back onto the field
even with blurred vision, ringing in the

ears, or unsteady steps. That attitude- Haddock, the head football coach at
what experts call football's "culture centreville High school in clifton,
of resistance"-has been ingrained in virgina, and a usA Footbail trainer.
even the youngest players. "coaches at all levels are seeing the results

"It's a culture where the idea is to of bettertacklingandfewerconcussions."
man up, to not let your teammates But critics say more can be done to
or coach down, and play with your safeguard players, especially younger
symptoms," says Frederick P. Rivara, a athleteswhosebrainsarestilldeveloping.
pediatrician at the University "We're barely halfway
of Washington's Seattl. The lOVg there in terms of dealing with
Children's Hospital. Ot tOOtbAll rhis issue, and young play-

",'ff'"Tffiiii;jil#*T: _srilruns ;:ffi,n::ffi:'.n'::
attempted to address concerns deep (lCfOSS nist and the author of The Ktng
about concussions and to AmefiCef . of Sports: Football's Impact on
make sure players are better Ameico...Nobody thinks that
protected. All 50 states and washington, footbali will ever be risk-free but there's a
D.C., have passed laws mandating how lot that can be done to make it safer.,,
players with head injuries are treated. The love of football still runs deep
Many require the immediate removal of across America. In many towns, espe-
anyone suspected of having sustained a cially in rural and suburban areas, it's
concussion and clearance from a quali- more than just a sport. The games are
fied medical professional before the events that bring families together and
player can return to the field. build community pride. star footbail play-

Washington State-the first state to ers are often local heroes.
enact a youth-sports concussion-safety "Football really instills a sense of
iaw, in 2009-has taken a very tough line, pride in the kids who play and [in] their
requiring student athletes, parents, and communites," says Amy McGahan,
coaches to complete a concusslon-training whose 1S-year-old and 12-year-old sons
education program each school year. play on their schools' football teams in

The NFL has teamed up with USA Cleveland, Ohio. "It,s where people can
Football, the spoft's national governing come together."
body, to sponsor the "Heads up Football" But as more has become known about
inidative, which emphasizes safer tackling the debilitating effects of repeatedly get-
techniques, concussion recognition and ting whacked in the head, a number of
response, and proper equipment fitting. high schools around the nation have been

"usA Football's techniques and pro- debatingwhetherhavingafootbaljteamis
tocols are cutting-edge," says chris worththerisk.severalschoolsinMissouri,
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Using her head:
Gorham High School against

Thornton Academy in Maine
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*An athletic exposure is defined as one athlete participating in one practice or game.

New Jersey, and Malne have done away

with football altogether because of safety

concerns and low student interest.

At Maplewood Richmond Heights
High School near St. Louis, Missouri, the

school board cut the football team in June

because fewer than a dozen players had

signed up for the fall 2015 season. It was

the second year in a row the school's foot-

ball team falled to attract enough students.

Dawson Cordia. 17, a junior ar the
school who plays for the varsity soccer

team, told Ihe Saint Louis Post-Dispotclt

that many people, especially parents,

struggled to accept .that the school no
longer had a football team.

"It kinda hit the community really
hard at the beginning," Cordia said.

'l Feel Extremely Protected'
Most schools are stiil fifiding teams,

but some players are thinking much
more about the hits they take.

"It's kinda scary looking at it in the
news and seeing all the side effects,"
says Jack Sides, a 17-year-old football
player at Highland Park High School in

Dallas, Texas. "But there's new technol-
ogy and better ruies implemented in the
game, so I feel extremely protected."

For now, many experts say, the best
way to make footbali safer is through
more rule changes that mandate fewer
full-contact practice sessions and reduce

the number of blows to the head. Robert

Cantu, a clinical professor of neurosur-
gery at the Boston University School
of Medicine and an expert in concus-
sion research, has advised parents not
to allow their children to play tackle
football until they're at least 14 years

o1d. Research has shown that kids who
begin playing tackle football before age

12 are more likely to develop thinking
and memory problems as adults.

Tenell Fletcher, who spent seven years

as a running back for the San Diego
Chargers, agrees with Cantu. He didn't
play tackle football until high school and

made sure his oldest son did the same.
"Boys will be boys. They're going to

push each other to the ground," he says.
"But I didn't see the need to have it done

intentionally at such a young age."

SOURCEi NATI0NAL H GH SCHOOL SPORTS-RELATED TNJURY

SURVEILLANCE STUDY 20]415 SCHOOL YEAR

Fletcher says more-stringent poli-
cies, better equipment, and education
efforts have indeed made football safer.

But players like Bryce Monti who've
already suffered repeated concussions
wish they'd better understood the con-

sequences of heading back into the
huddle too soon.

Monti, now 18, suffers from post-
concussion syndrome, which includes
symptoms like constant headaches,
nausea, and memory problems that can
persist for months or years.

"l can take medicine for the symptoms,"

Monti says, "but there's nothing they can
give me to make them just go away."

He sat on the sidelines during the entire

2015 football season, and plans to attend

the University of Wisconsin-Whitewater
next fall. Although he's learned to man-
age his symptoms, he wishes his daily
headaches would go away.

"l feel like I just got a concussion last

week," Monti says. "I don't feel like my life
will ever be the same because of them." o

With reponing by Jan Hoffman of The Times.
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The recent murder of nine black people
by a white supremacist has reignited a debate

about Confederate symbols ry BR" - BRo*-

veryone there knew they were witnessing history.

On July 10, a South Carolina Highway Patrol honor

guard marched up to a flagpole on the grounds of the

State House in Columbia, the state capital. In front of

a crowd of 10,000 people, the officers ceremoniously

lowered the Confederate flag, folded it, and took it away.

It was a moment packed with emotion, especially since

it had come to pass because of the shocking murder in
June of nine black churchgoers irr Charleston by a young

white supremacist. As the flag came down, some in the

crowd chanted'U.S.A. ! "

"l didn't think I'd iive to see this," says James Johnson,

who was there. For him, the flag represented slavery-the
main cause of the Civil War (1861-65)-and the oppression

of biacks iike himself in the South for a century after the war.

Others in the crowd weren't so happy. Robert Hines, who is

white, stood quietly holding small rebel flags. "We had 22,000

South Carolinians die under the flag, " he said. For him and many

other Southerners, the flag is a symbol of pride and heritage.

How did the flag-and other symbols of the Confederacy-

come to represent such different things to Americans?

Reconstruction & Jim Crow

The flag we know today as the Confederate flag wasn't actu-

ally the official flag of the Confederary but a battle flag caried by

rebel soldiers during the Ci\,'f War (see box, p. 21) . After the war,

those tattered battle flags receded somewhat into the background,

as white and black Southemers tried to rebuild their lives. During

the period of Reconstruction (1865-77), the 13th Amendment

J Watctr a video on Southerners discussing

the flag at upfrontmagazine.com
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Rallying lor the
Confederate flag
at the State House

in Columbia, South

Carolina (riqht);

Dylann Roof (below),

in a photo he posted

on his website;

mourners paying

respects to victims

of the Charleston

shooting (facrng

page, bottom).
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to the Constitution abolished slavery the 14th granted blacks citi-
zenship, and the 15th gave black men the right to vote.

But shortly after Reconstruction, much of the South began
instituting "Jim Crow" laws that kept discrimination against

black people in place for nearly a century. Violence against
blacks, including lynchings, also became common. Starting in
the early 1900s, the N.A.A.C.P. and other groups began working
to gain civil rights for blacks, and during the 1950s and '60s,

they began winning some major battles.

The Supreme Court's 1954 Brown v. Board of Education ntI-
ing outlawed segregation in public schools. And federal courts

forced integration on buses, trains, and other public spaces.

Many white Southerners bridled at Northern "interference," and
the battle flag became a symbol of resistance. In 1961, the South
Carolina Legislature ordered the rebel flag to be flown from the
State House dome. Officially, it was to commemorate the start of
the Civil War 100 years earlier. But many people understood it
as opposition to civil rights gains.

"The more the white South lost on this issue, " says Charles
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Zelden, a historian at Nova

Southeastern University in

Fort Lauderdale, Florida,
"the more important that
flag came to be."

That's something Johnson,

who witnessed the flag
removai in July, experienced

firsthand. When he was a

boy, the Ku Klux Klal, a racist

group that terrorized blacks,

would march through his

hometown of North Charleston carrying the Confederate flag.

"That's how they showed they disliked you," he says. "There's

nothing good about that flag as far as black folks are concemed."

Since the civil rights era, the battle flag has become more

ingrained in Southern life. It's flown proudly from many

houses, in public squares, and by fans at NASCAR races.

Some elements of its design are included in seven state flags.

In South Carolina, numerous attempts had been made

over the years to remove the flag from the State House, and

demonstrators by the thousands had marched for or against

it. In 2000, state lawmakers compromised by moving it from

the top of the State House dome to a flagpole in front of the

building. Opponents of the flag remained frustrated.

Then came Dylann Roof. On June 17, the 2l-year-old white

man opened fire at a prayer service at the Emanuel African

Methodist Episcopal Church in Charleston, South Carolina. He

killed nine people, all of them black. After Roof was arrested,

authorities found his website. Along with racist rants, it showed

Roof posing with Confederate symbols, including the battle flag.

The shootings spurred renewed debate about the Civil War

and its meaning today: Are flags and memorials to Confederate

figures racist? Or do they simply honor Americans who fought

on what was ultimately the losing side of the Civil War?

After the shootings, calis

arose once again in South

Carolina to remove the
State House flag. This time.

Governor Nikki Haley joined

in. "One hundred and fifty
years after the end of the
Civil War," she said, "the

time has come."

While the State Senate

debated the matter, Senator

Clementa Pinckney's desk

was draped in biack as a sign of mourning. Pinckney, who was

also pastor of the church in Charleston, was among the nine

kilied by Roof . Despite some resistance, a majority of legislators

agreed to remove the flag. With almost unbelievable swiftness,

the flag was gone. Yet the debate over Confederate symbols

and where they fit in America in 2015 remains unresolved.

'lt's Not About Slavery'
Since the Charleston shootings, many Southerners have rallied

to defend the flag. "It's not about slavery" wrote Ron Springer,

a descendant of Civil War veterans, in the Arkansas Democrot-

Gazette. "It's about my ancestors fighting for their freedom."

Zelden, the Nova Southeastern University professor, says

that many Southerners see the flag as a symbol that the South,

in its history and culture, is different from the North.
"symbols have the power to represent so much in a quick

visual flash," he says. "The flag is a shorthand for'This is who

I am, this is what I believe."'

In the wake of the Charleston shootings, some Southern states

are rethinking their relationship to the battle flag. Alabama qui-

etly took down flags at its state capitol grounds in June. Other

states are moving to stop using the image on license plates.

And retailers like Walmart, Sears, and Amazon have stopped

The Southern Cross is flown during the 1864 Battle of Franklin in Tennessee

Rerhinkin g Mockingrhird
lf you've read Harper Lee's 1960 novel

To Kill a Mockingbird, you probably know

Atticus Finch as a white Alabama lawyer

who honorably defends an innocent black

man accused of rape.

He's been an American hero for genera-

tions, so many readers were shocked to

learn that in Lee's recently rebased book

Go Sef a Watchman, which is set 20 years

afler Mockinqbr'rd, Atticus says things like

this: "Do you want Negroes by the carload

in our schools and churches and theaters?

Do you want them in our world?"

Watchman was actually Lee's f irst draft

of the book that her editor helPed

shape into the Pulitzer Prize-

winning Mockingbird. Lee's original

vision of Atticus as a racist was

very different from the Atticus of

Mockinqbird, in both the book and

the 1962 Academy Award-winning

movie starring Gregory Peck. Some

have questioned whether Lee, who

is 89 and suffered a stroke in 2OOZ

really wanted Watchman published.

But publisher HarperCollins issued an

enthusiastic statement from Lee about

the book's release.

Which is the real

Atticus Finch? Both,

say many critics. ln

an opinion piece for

fhe New York Times,

Af rican-American

historian lsabel

Wilkerson writes about

how the "unmasking"

of Atticus is a good thing,

representing "a character studY

in the seeminq contradiction that

compassion and bigotry can not only

reside in the same person but often do."
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tMrich Ftcrg Is the Fighr Abour?
The Gonfederacy had a battle flag as well as three official flags (below).

Today, seven southern states incorporate elements of the battle flag design in

their state flags. Mississippi uses the entire Southern Cross in a corner of its flag' Kl
'Blood'Stained Banner''southern Gross'

la6t-65
What most people todaY call the

Confederate flag was actually a battle

flag flown by Confederate Army units,

including General Roberi [. Lee's

Army of Northern Virginia.

'Stars & Bars'
ra61-63

The first official flag of the

Confederate states was so similar

to the Union flag that it left

soldiers on smoke"f illed

battlefields conf used.

'stainless Banner'
la63-65

The second national flag

incorporated the Southern Cross

into its design. But critics said

the white looked too much like

a surrender flag.

1465
A red bar was added to make the

flag look less like a surrender flag

lronically, though, this flag was

short-lived since the Confederacy

surrendered in APril 1865.

selling items bearing images of the flag.

The flag isn't the onlY Confederate

symbol being re-examined. Countless

streets and parks named after Confederate

figures as well as public monuments hon-

oring them have also recently come under

attack. InJuly, Memphis, Tennessee, voted

to remove a park statue of Nathan Bedford

Forrest, a Confederate commander and

the first leader of the Ku Klux Klan.

School names are also being scruti-

Robert E. Lee High School

in San Antonio: Debates are raging at this and

other schools named for Confederate icons.

Even the Supreme Court had to weigh

in on the Confederate flag recently. Last

spring, in a 5-to-4 ruling, the Court upheld

a Texas law that baned the flag from spe-

cialty license plates, which can feature any-

thing from sports logos to environmental

slogans. In the Court's view, state-issued

license plates are govemment speech, ald
the government doesn't have to endorse

a viewpoint that some find offensive' But

the ruling, which was criticized by free-
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nized. According to one estimate, 1BB public schools around

the U.S. are named for Confederates' At one, J.E.B. Stuart

High School in Falls Church, Virginia, students have circu-

lated a petition to rename the school, which honors a famed

Confederate cavalry officer. Matt Levi, a teacher at the schooi,

says it was named for Stuart in 1959 as part of Virginia's

so-called massive resistance to integration'

Afia Kwarteng, a recent graduate of J.E.B. Stuart, signed the

petition. 'As a black student," she says' "I didn't like attend-

ing a school named after someone who was for enslaving and

oppressing my peoPle."

But Tony Konjevoda, a former student who is white' thinks

society needs to "move on" from trying to erase every trace of

the Confederacy. "Changing the name will do nothing to change

history or make amends at all," he says.

Many Southerners argue that efforts to wipe the past clean

might never end. "George l#shington owned slaves," a great-

great-grandson of Nathan Bedford Forrest recently said' 'Are

you going to take him off the dollar bill?"

Ben Jones, a former U.S. congressman from Georgia, cal1s

the campaign of tearing down and changing names a "feeding

freruy." Erasing the Confederate past "will not erase any scars nor

heal any wounds," he recently wrote in USA Todrty.

speech gtoups like the A.C.L.U., has no impact on private speech'

legal experts say. That means anyone has a First Amendment

right to show the flag on his or her lawn or on a bumper sticker'

New Monuments?
Biil Ferris, a white Mississippi native who teaches at

the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill' has written

extensively about the South. Though he supports taking down

the battle flag in all public places, he also believes that the best

way to combat hate is not to erase history but to confront it'

Recent events have forced Americans to answer some tough

questions about race. A string of high-profile cases in the last year

involving black men who died during encounters with police has

reignited a national debate about race. And the publication of a

rediscovered novelby To KilloMockingbird author Harper Lee has

also forced a re-examination of one of literature's most beloved

champions of black rights (see 'Rethinking Mockirrybird," p' 20) '

But confronting race and racism doesn't mean the country

should whitewash history, Ferris says. Instead, he advocates

erecting new monuments to honor notabie African-Americans'

"The South has a long memory" he says. "The full range of

people who live in the South should have their history and mem-

ory recognized." o
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n the late 1600s, Plantation own-

ers in Virginia were worried. Some

enterprising slaves were rais-

ing pigs, cows, and horses and

selling them at a profit. With that

money, they might buy their freedom.

In 7692, the Virginia General Assembiy

enacted a law forbidding slaves to own

large livestock.

But it made no mention of chickens.

That ioophole wound uP having a

profound effect on our diets. It led to

the creation of an underground chicken

economy for America's slaves, which
helped establish the chicken as a dietary

staple in the U.S., and eventually as the

most popular meat on American menus.

The story of the chicken's rise in
America begins on another continent.

Most slaves came from West Africa,

and the chicken was a staPle as well

as a sacred animal often used in reli-

gious rituals in places stretching from

modern-day Senegal to Nigeria. West

Africans were well versed in how to

keep their flocks happy with garden

waste and table scraps, and some

slaves in America capitalized on that

knowledge.

Chicken coops had sprung uP

around siave quarters in Virginia and

Maryland by the mid-1600s, and in the

Carolinas soon after. A visitor to George

Washington's Mount Vernon observed

that the chicken "is the only pleasure

allowed to Negroes" and that the slaves

"sell the chickens in Alexandria and

buy with the money some furniture."
Virginia planter Landon Carter men-

tions 200 chickens "entrusted" to his

slave Sukey. Though Sukey's birds may

have been the proPertY of her owner,

most flocks belonged to the slaves. If
their masters wanted chicken meat or

eggs, they usually had to buy il. In 177 5 ,

in what was likely a typical exchange,

Thomas Jefferson bought three chick-

ens for two silver Spanish bits (roughly

$30 today) from two female slaves at

his Shadwell piantation in Albemarle

County, Virginia.

,i', *1i.ra16'*"lfuag.ma"r - rar;fi j

Black farmers in the South continued raising chickens after the Civil War.
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Slaves 'sell ilre
chickens. . . curd

buy wirh lhe money
some frrrniture.'

In Charleston, female slaves at the

city market sold chickens and eggs

"from morn 'til night," the South-

Carolina Gazette reported. There, they

were free to charge white customers

high prices. "They often lay up money,"

noted Fredrika Bremer, a Swedish writer

who toured the antebellum South, "and

I heard speak of siaves who possess sev-

eral hundred dollars."

Though purchasing one's freedom

became more difficult by the 19th cen-

tury, chicken profits still helped slaves

buy things they otherwise could never

have afforded, Iike weli-made clothes.

The birds were also currencY in the

underground slave economy. Chicken-

rich slaves on one Virginia farm, for

example, contracted enslaved carpen-

ters to build wooden stools for their
cabins in exchange for fowl.

Because their friends and relatives

stood to benefit financially, black cooks

in plantation kitchens began moving

the menu away from beef, pork, and

goose and toward chicken. As a result,

white Southerners began eating more of

it, and soon the ancient West African

meal of fried chicken became popular

on tables across the South.

'Hen Fever'and lmmigrant Jews

Chicken might have remained a

regional curiosity if not for a jolt of

excitement that came from, of all
places, China.

After its defeat in the First Opium War

(1839-42) agalnst the United Kingdom,

China was forced to open trade to the

West. In the 1840s, Yankee caPtains

l]l oownload a primary source about raising chickens during World War I at upfrontmagazine.com
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of clipper ships brought new
specimens of Asian chickens to
America's shores. These large and

colorful birds sparked a frenzy of
collecting and speculation that
began in New England and radi-
ated across the country.

Exotic fowl sold for fantastic
prices: At a time when factory
workers typically earned less
than 10 cents an hour, a pair of
Chinese birds might go for as

much as $700.

"He looked like some Oriental
king in some magnificent Italian
opera," wrote Herman Melville
about one such fowl in an 1853

short story satirizing what was
called "hen fever." The protago-

nist in the tale mortgaged his
farm to obtain this fine bird.

The speculative "hen fever"
bubble burst just before the
Civil War (1861-65), but breed-
ers began to cross the hefty exot-

ics with the smaller but hardier

A government ad presses Americans to

raise chickens during World War l.

that arrived mainly from farms

in the Midwest.

The demand soon caught
the attention of Southern
women, who found that
raising chickens could pro-
vide them with income and
greater independence. "There

is little excuse for a woman to
be without money if she has

room to raise poultry," one
North Carolina woman wrote
in 7907, noting that her earn-
ings freed her from a "feeling
of dependence."

Broilers vs. Layers
World War I (1914-18) gave

chickens another boost, as beef
and pork stocks were diverted
to the troops. Future president

Herbert Hoover, who was then
head of the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration, encouraged
Americans to raise backyard
birds for patriotism and profit.

Western counterparts to produce a bird
that could lay more eggs and produce

more meat. This happened at a time
when the U.S. was beginning to indus-
trialize. As huge factories sprang up in
cities across the North, a source of cheap
protein was critical to sustaining the
millions of workers who made this new
industrial economy possible.

Chicken would become that cheap
protein, thanks in part to the arrival of
millions of Jews fleeing poverty and per-

secution in Russia and Eastem Europe in
the late 1800s. Beef was too expensive for
these immigrants, and Jewish law prohib-

its pork. So Jews began to buy chickens

shipped on the new railroad networks
from the Midwest and the South to the
Northeast. The first major chicken slaugh-

terhouses sprang up in New York City to
meet this demand. One horrified rabbi
wrote in 1887 of "rivers of mud, mire and

blood" in lanes so crowded with people

and birds that the butchers "lack room
to tu-rn." In 1900, New York City boasted

1,500 kosher butcher shops stocked by
2,000 train cars filled with live chickens

A source ol checp
prolein wcrs crilicql to

suslaining the workers
oI the new industricll

economy.

One wartime poster featuring hens
stated, "ln Time of Peace a Profitable
Recreation, In Time of War a Patriotic
Duty." By the 1920s, chickens pro-
vided large numbers of Californian,
Midwestern, and Southern women with
their own income.

In 7923, an entrepreneuriai Delaware
woman named Ceiia Steele turned a mis-
take into what became a multibillion-
dollar industry. She ordered 50 chicks
so she could sell some eggs, but was
sent 500. Rather than send them back,
Steele converted a backyard shed into a
temporary coop, fattened the birds up,
and sold them in New York solely for
their meat, birthing the "broiler" busi-
ness. ("Broilers" are chickens bred just
for their meat, versus "layers," which
are bred for their eggs.)

During World War II (1939-45),
American civilians once again had to
rely on the fowl as other meats went
to the troops. When the war ended,
the chicken industry feared consumers
would go back to their old pork-and-
beef ways. So A&P, the Walmart of its

=

I

New York City: a kosher chicken market in 1937
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McNuggets helped make chicken America! most popular
meat; a chicken farm in Fairmont, North Carolina, inZ0l4 (riqht).
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day, sponsored a national contest for
breeders to create the ideal broiler, with
"breast meat so thick you can carve it
into steaks."

The effort succeeded, and newspa_
pers hailed the new larger breeds a mar_
vel. They required less feed to produce
more meat. The business boomed. In the
1980s, McDonald's introduced Chicken
McNuggets-boneless, bite-size breaded
chicken pieces. Competitors soon created
their own versions.

To meet the demand, industrial
chicken farms cranked out more chick_
ens than ever. prices plummeted, and
Americans began eating more chicken
than pork or beef. Today chicken
is cheaper than pork or beef, with
Americans now eating more than
B0 pounds of chicken per person per
year, four times as much as they did in
1950 (see clwrt, ight).

Hold the Arsenic
But this triumph of American tech-

nology has a downside. For one, the
meat of the engineered chicken com,
pared with the chicken of yesterday is
relatively dry and tasteless-which is
why we have to dress it up with mari_
nades and rubs. And until recently, the
animals typically received feed iaced
with arsenic and frequent doses oI anti_
biotics; the substances kill off microbes
and encourage fastei growth but can
also be harmful to humans.

Living conditions for both broilers,
which typically are raised in vast and
crowded warehouses, and layers, usu_

Americun
Gonsumption ol Pork,

Beel E Ghicken
1950 vs. Today

(in pounds, per capita)*

r950 20tB
SOURCE: U.S.D.A.

*Numbers don't account for meat that wasn,t
consumed due to waste or spoilage.

ally assigned to cramped cages, remain
largely unregulated. Under federal law,
a chicken isn't even considered an ani_
mal if it's grown for food and therefore
doesn't have to be treated humanely.

But attitudes may be changing.
Scientific studies show that the chicken
is remarkably intelligent and vulner_
able to suffering, and consumers are
demanding more-humane conditions.
The use of arsenic and antibiotics was
recently restricted. And a growing num_
ber of farms are moving away from the
industriai model.

Ron Joyce of Joyce Farms in North
Carolina, for example, uses a French
variety of chicken that lacks the
big breast designed into the typical
American breeds. He also feeds his
birds a diet that allows them to grow
at a more naturai pace-in about g4
days compared with chickens fattened
up in half that tlme, which puts strain
on their bones before they,re properly
developed. He also raises his chick_
ens in natural light with more space to
move about-details he thinks are start-
ing to matter to American consumers.

'As people are becoming more edu_
cated about food," says Joyce, ..they,re

becoming more concerned about what
they're eating, where it comes from, and
how it's grown."

The lowly animai that has done so
much to build our nation is starting to
win some admiration and respect. r

Andrew Lawler is tlrc author of ,,Wtty 
Did, ttte

Chicken Cross the WorLd?"

51.2 ro.
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A Pennsylvania-Michigan game, circa 1900

football crisis was consum-

ing America.

In 1905, at least 18 high
school and college boys died

playing the spofi, and more

than 150 were seriously hurt. At the time,

protective gear was rarely worn, and the

game's loose rules permitted gang tackles

and pileups that led to countless concus-

sions and broken limbs and spines. There

were passionate cries to bin the sport,

met with equaily ferocious shouts sup-

porting football and its virtues. One of the

game's most powerful fans was President

Theodore Roosevelt. A firm advocate of

the "strenuous life," he believed in the
game's ability to make men out of boys.

But by 1905, he also understood that it
would need to be reformed if it had any

chance of surviving.
"Football is on trial," he told a group of

Ivy League college presidents at the White

House that year. "Because I believe in the

game, I want to do all I can to save it."
To understand how football arrived at

that crisis point in 1905-and how it has

since evolved into America's most popu-

lar sport, with a record 114 million fans

tuning in to the Super Bowl last January-
it's important to first understand where

football comes from. Some experts say

the game is as old as humankind, wlth
traces of it evident in prehistoric societies.

A'Primal Game'
"Football is a primal game," says

Sally Jenkins, author of. The ReaI AII
Americans, which charts football's his-

tory. "It's existed ever since Celtic invad-

ers* were kicking around the skulls of the

defeated armies."
The more modern incarnation of foot-

ball traces to early lgth-century England.

Playing soccer with his schoolmates one

afternoon in 1823, a 16-year-o1d named

I
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lll Oownload President Roosevelt's 1893 essay about football
v atupfrontmagazine.com
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*The Celts dominated Northern Europe from 75o B.c. to 12 B.c.
and often clashed with Greek and Roman warriors.
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William Webb Ellis caught the ball and
ran with it toward the opponent's goal.
It violated soccer's rules, but it also gave
birth to a new game called rugby-a
direct ancestor of Amedcan footbali.

By the mid-19th century, rugby-like
versions of "football" were sprouting up
at Ivy League campuses in the northeast-
ern U.S.-rough-and-tumble games with
few rules and little uniformity among the
various schools. It was the dawn of the
industrial age, and the notion that sports
trained young men to be strong physi-
cally and morally-an English concept
known as "muscular Christianity,,-was
taking hold in the U.S. The idea became
even more widespread after the Civil
War (1861-65). In the absence of reai
combat, sports became a new proving
ground for men, with baseball, boxing,
and football exploding in popularity.

"There's sort of this pervasive anxiety
about manliness from the 1BZ0s through
the Victorian era [1832-1901]," says
Jenkins. "Footbail evolves partly because
there's a big concern that young men are
spending too much time in parlors, that
the world is becoming too mechanized
and urbanized, and that there needs
to be some artificial means of trainlng
young men in games of power.,,

By the late 1870s, football had gained
the reputation of a "blood sport,,'accord-
ing to John J. Miller, the atthor of Tfue

Big Scrum: How Teddy Roosevelt Saued
FootbaLL. "Instead of helmets, the men
went bareheaded or put on fornamen-
tall stocking caps," he writes. "They did
not use pads. . . . Ordinary roughness
frequently turned to violence as players

heaved each other to the ground, threw
elbows, and piled on top of one another.',

A social and political movement to ban
football, which began in the 1BZOs, reached
a boiling point in 1905. The New york

Times cfiticized football's trend toward
"mayhem and homicide." prominent poli-
ticians condemned the sport.

"There was not a boy in the game
who did not run the risk of receiving an
injury that wouid send him through life a
hopeless cripple," Congressman Charles
Landis of Indiana said in 1905 after watch-
ing a game. "should an alleged sport that
necessitates taking such chances receive
the sanction and encouragement of sane
and sensible people?"

Meeting at the White House
President Roosevelt, who fell in love

with football as a boy, decided to inter-
vene. A sickly child who grew up in
New York City, he never actually played
football. But he believed the game built
character and was happy to see his son
Teddy Jr. play for Harvard. (Teddy Jr.
sustained a broken nose and a deep gash
that required stitches.) In response to the
football crlsis the nation faced, Roosevelt
invited the presidents of Harvard, yale,

and Princeton-then the big three foot-
ball schools-to the White House.

Roosevelt demanded that they commit
to creating new rules to make the sport
safer, or the government would outlaw
the sport. The college presidents agreed
to address the wanton brutality. They
soon joined with other schools to form
the precursor to the N.C.A.A. [National
Collegiate Athletic Association), which

'Beccuse I believe in
the gcrme, f wcnt to do

crll I c.rn lo sqve it.'
-PRESIDENT THEODORE ROOSEVELT

made key rules changes. One of the most
important was allowing the forward pass.

"It opened up the game, so you didn,t
have everyone massed into these run-
ning plays right at the line,', says Mark
Bernstein, author of Football: The Ivy
Leogue OrSins of an AmeicanObsesston.

The changes heiped appease foot-
ball's critics and pave the way for the
sport's rise to mass popularity. But the
question remains as to whether those
reforms-or any other safety measures,
including the pads and heimets used
today-can really protect football play-
ers from serious injuries like concus-
sions (see "HardKnocks," p. 14).

And yet for all the problems with
the sport, Jenkins says, there's little
sign that Americans want to let go of
football-a game that to many feels
ingrained in the nation's DNA.

"The concussion crisis hasn,t killed
audience interest in the game,', she says.
But "it's made everyone queasier.,' o
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Chicaqo Sunday Tribune article from 1905;

modern sources use slightly different statistics.
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Is Il fcrir to
Pay Teens
Less Thcrn
Adults?

oung people face the highest unemployment rate of all age

groups in the United States. The Bureau of Labor Statistics
reports that 15 percent of 16- to 19-year'olds who are

actively looking for work can't find jobs. Some lawmakers

believe they have a fix: lowering the minimum wage for
teens, to encourage businesses to hire them. ln Washington state,

lawmakers are debating a bill that would lower the minimum wage for
anyone under 20 to S8.o5 an hour, compared with 59.47 an hour for
adults. A similar measure is in effect in Michigan, and another is being

considered in South Dakota.

[l nnalyze the arguments, cast your vote, and see instant results

at uplrontmagazine.com

v Es ili :il..,,,, .,;i:ffi 
,l,x :;:,?'it l',

Many young people across the country face this

dilemma. A lower minimum wage for teens would

encourage businesses to hire them. That

would give teens more opportunities to
gain work experience and learn valuable

life and career skills, such as the impor-

tance of showing up to work on time and

how to be professional and reliable.

Federal law limits what teens can

do while on the job. At grocery stores,

for example, teens under 18 can bag

goods, but they aren't allowed to oper-

ate a cardboard-box compactor. When

young people can't do parts of the job, employers have to
hire someone else to do those tasks. lf there are going to
be legal restrictions on what teens can do, then it makes

sense that their pay is lower as well.

PIus, your average teen doesn't have the same kinds

zz @le$eiuflmk@mcs u p FRo N r . u p F Ro N r M AG A z I N E.c o M

Students wirh
perrl-time jobs

usucrlly eertn higher
wcrges in the future

comp.rred wirh
clcrssmqtes who

don'r worlr.

of skills that workers in, say, their 2Os have. When employ-

ers have to pay everyone the same starting wage, it often
makes more sense for them to hire older, more-skilled

workers instead of teens.

But a high youth unemployment rate is bad for society.

Research shows that unemployed

teens are more likely to drop out of

high school and become involved with
the criminal justice system. Studies

have also found that students with
part-time jobs are more likely to earn

higher wages in the f uture compared

with their classmates who don't work.

The bottom line is that lowering the
minimum wage for teens makes it
easier for them to find jobs. And

putting all Americans back to work will ultimately help

improve our nation's €coflotr!. o

-BOB BATTLES

General Gounsel & Government Affairs Director
Association of Washington Business
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Workers
BY THE NUMBERS

3lolo
PERCENTAGE

of 16- to 19-Year-olds who

worked during the summer

ol 2Q14, down f rom 630/o

in 2000. Teen emPloYment

peaks in the summer and

falls the rest of the Year'

SOURCE: PEW RESEARCH CENTM

24o/o
PERCENTAGE

of 16'to 19-Year'otd workers

who had f ull-time jobs

in2Q14' Most teen workers

have Part-time jobs'

SOURCI: BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS

3.5 million
NUMBER of jobs held bY

14- to l8'Year-olds in 2014'

down from 5'2 million

in 2001'
SOURCEI CAREERBUILDER
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fs lhe Supreme Gourl
Too Powerlul?

n June, the Supreme Court
decided that a key provision

of President Obama's healthcare

and

campaign-f inance regulations passed

by Congress. And in 2OOO, the
nine justices, in the view of many
Americans, essentially chose the
winner of the presidential election,
siding with George W. Bush over
Al Gore in a ballot dispute in Florida.
The Court's ability to shape
so many aspects of American life
has some wondering whether it
has too much power.

Sonin Solomcryor
Age:61

Appointed:2009,
by President Barack Obama

Fun Fact: A devotee of Nancy Drew

books as a child, Sotomayor once

wanted to be a police detective.

Glorence Thomtrs
Age:67

Appointed:1991,
by President George H.W. Bush

Fun Fact: Thomas loves to
drive his black 1989 Corvette.

Antonin Scolio
Age:79

Appointed:1986,
by President Ronald Reagan

Fun Fact: Despite Scalia's legal

disagreements with Ginsburg, the
two are good friends and often go

to the opera together.

law, known as Obamacare,

was constitutional. ln 2O14

2OlO, the Court tossed out

your vote, and see instant
results at upfrontmagazine.com

Supreme Court has an important role
in American government, but not the
overblown role it has come to play.

The Supreme Court decides cases

that go to the heart of who we are as

a people and what kind of society we

should be: It rules on our rights when
accused of a crime, on whether the

Constitution or waiting for some of the justices to change
their minds or die or retire-ought to offend anyone who
believes in democratic government.

The people who wrote and ratif ied our Constitution
never wanted or expected the Supreme Court to have

such power. The Founders didn't f ight a revolution in1776
to re p I ace a mona rchv :tlilT,ff ffi?llTi:lu;.'o""n,

Stanford Law School, California
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Ellnalyre the arguments, cast

YES ::ffi: :d#irixl :"tnn*
votel" This statement reveals that something has gone

seriously wrong with our democracy. Certainly, the

state can execute someone, on how much money we can
give to a political candidate, and even on who we have a
right to marry. lt doesn't nfike sense for a constitutional
democracy to trust those kinds of decisions to people who
are appointed for life, who are unaccountable, and who are
virtually unremovable.

This is not a matter of what Democrats like versus what
Republicans like, or about liberals versus conservatives.
The Supreme Court has come to wield enormous power,

zz @!cl{eiu 0ork@inrs u p FR o N r . u p F R o N r M AG A z r N E.c o M

The founding Fcrtherc
didn'l inlend the

have the lincrl scry.

and everyone should be concerned about that.
The Founding Fathers envisioned the Supreme Court as one

branch of the federal government, co-equal in authority to the
executive and legislative branches-each branch checking the
others but without making any branch superior. They expected

the Court to review laws, but they didn't
intend for it to have the final word on

whether a law is constitutional.
The idea that nine justices have

final say over the meaning of our
Constitution-that once they have

spoken, our only recourse is the nearly
impossible task of amending the

Supreme Gourl lo



Stephen G. Breyer
Age:77

Appointed:1994,
by President Bill Clinton

Fun Fact: Breyer taught
himself Spanish by listening

to tapes during morning
jogs and bike rides.

Somuel A. Aliro Jr.
Age:65

Appointed:2006,
by President George W. Bush

Fun Fact: A huge Philadelphia
Phillies fan, AIito's childhood dream

was to be baseball commissioner.

Elenc Kogon
Age:55

Appointed:2010,
by President Barack 0bama

Fun Fact: Kagan was responsible
for the installation of the first frozen

yogurt machine in the Court's cafeteria.

Ruth Boder Ginsburg
Age:82

Appointed:1993,
by President Bill Clinton

Fun Fact: Ginsburg has

a passion for mystery novels

and is known to her fans on

social media as Notorious RBG.

religious minorities like African-Americans in the Jim Crow

South or Japanese-Americans, especially during World War ll.

Without judicial protection for political rights, officeholders
could even use their powers to insulate themselves against
future electoral competition-as has happened in some

ll O ;'*"#[T f :lx *i.'::rurtr; ffi 
'

the president, Congress, and state governments from
disregarding constitutional limits on their powers.

These limits are particularly important countries that lack strong judicial review.
in a world where government is as.large A SkOng iUdiCifffy - 

Historically, many of the Supreme
and powerful as it is today-spending _ Court's worst decisions were cases in

nearty 40 percent or ow qro;, ;or.rti. keeps ilre governrnent ;il;t ;";;ot to strike down an
product and regulating almost every IfOm diSfegCffding oppressive unconstitutional policy-as
aspect of human activity. Without an Hmifs On itS pOWefS. in P/essy u. Ferguson (1896), which
independent judiciary to check their vast - permitted racial segregation, and
powers, federal and state governments Korematsu v. Unlted Sfates (1944), which
would be freer to use those powers to censor opposition allowed Japanese-Americans to be held in internment camps
speech, confiscate property, and otherwise persecute those during World War ll. Weakening the Court's ability to declare

they disapprove of. Avoiding ffiat is well worth the price of laws unconstitutional would mean more outrages like these.
putting up with a good many flawed judicial rulings. In a world of hugely powerf ul government, we need an

Public opinion imposes some constraints on oppressive independent check on its power to keep control of our
policies. But with a government as large and complex as ours, lives. Despite its f laws, the Supreme Court often serves
many of its abuses are unknown to voters, who generally that role well. .
pay little attention to public policy. And some of the worst -ILYA SOMIN, Professor of Law,
abuses have historically been aimed at persecuted ethnic and George Mason University School of Law, Virginia

Ghiel Justice
John G. Roberls Jr.

Age:60

Appointed:2005,
by President George W. Bush

Fun Fact: Roberts was captain
of his high school football team at

La Lumiere School in La Porte, lndiana.

Anthony M. Kennedy
Age:79

Appointed:1988,
by President Ronald Reagan

Fun Fact: Every summer,

Kennedy teaches a course in
Austria on the u.S. Constitution.
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A mural of Woodrow Wilson

at Princeton; some students

want it removed because of

Wilson's racist views.

Should colleges conlinue lo honor lcmous clumni
who were rcrcists? M

ew historical figures loom as large in the life of
a college as Woodrow Wilson does at Princeton
University in New Jersey.

To honor Wilson-the 28tli U.S. president (1913-21)

and, before that, a Princeton alumnus and its president

for eight years-the university created the Woodrow Wilson
School of Public and International Affairs. It named a residential

complex, Wilson College, after him; until recently, a TV screen in
the complex's cafeteria displayed his quotations. And every year,

the school bestows the Woodrow Wilson Award on an alum.

Princeton acknowledges-and even pokes fun at-its
obsession with Wilson: Incoming
freshmen are welcomed by a the-

atrical performance in which a
student dressed like Wilson says:

"Come into our Wilsonic Temple,

a sacred space devotedgntirely to
our 28th president!"

But not everyone is amused. In
the fall, a student group called the

Black Justice League drew national

attention to one aspect of Wilson's Students protest Wilson at Princeton in November.

legary that was seldom discussed: his racist views. The group put

up posters on campus featuring some of Wilson's more offen-

sive quotes, including his comment to a black leader in 1914 that
"segregation is not humiliating, but a benefit, and ought to be so

regarded by you." Students staged a walkout and a 32-hour sit-in

in the office of the university president, ald demanded that the
public affairs school and residentia,l complex be renamed.

"We don't want Woodrow Wilson's legacy to be erased," says

Wilglory Tanjong, a sophomore and Black Justice League mem-

ber. "We think it is extremely impofiant that we understand
our history of this campus. But we think that you can definiteiy

understand your history without
idolizing or turning Wilson into
some kind of god, which is essen-

tiaily what they've done."

Debates like the one at Princeton

are going on at several campuses

across the nation (see "Whnt's in o"

Name?" focing page). Georgetown

University, in Washington, D.C.,

recently announced that it was

removing from campus buildings

the names of two of its former
presidents who were involved
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in the slave trade. And Harvard Law School in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, is debating whether to change its seal. The three

bushels of wheat on it are borrowed from the crest of the slave-

owning Royall family, who helped fund the school's founding.
Those who favor colleges taking steps to refute-or at least

de-emphasize-historical figures who held racist views say

that continuing to honor them on campus is unfair to today's
African-American students. Some students say the statues,

names emblazoned on bui,lflings, and other tributes feel like
constant reminders that they're not entirely welcome.

But others argue that we can't hold past figures to today's
moral standards. George Washington, the nation's first president,

owned slaves, they say. Should we rename Washington, D.C.?
"lf the criteria for naming a building for someone was that

they'd be perfect," says Calvert Chan, an Asian-American
sophomore at Princeton, "we shouldn't name buildings."

Others believe it might be more constructive for Princeton and

other universities to leave the disputed names on the facilities,

but use them to teach students about slavery racism, and seg-

regation in America's history. The important thing, says Nathan

Connolly, a history professor at New York University, "is to write
segregation and race into the story not to write racists out of it."

That's what's happening at the University of Virginia, where

Thomas Jefferson, who founded the school in 1819 and owned
slaves, is as ubiquitous as Wilson at Princeton. From 1825,

when classes began, until 1865, when the Civil War ended,

as many as 140 slaves lived and worked on the Charlottesville
campus. They made bricks for the buildings, grew vegetables

and fruit for the kitchens, and served as butlers for the profes-

sors. For almost a decade, the university has worked to bring its
historical ties to slavery to light. This fall, it opened a new dorm
named after two of the university's slaves, William and Isabella

Gibbons, with photos and panels describing siavery on campus.

lYilson's Gontroversial Legacy
The debate at Princeton is particuiariy heated because Wilson

is a controversial figure even among historians. Defenders tick
off a list of accomplishments, including his leadership in World
War I and his vision for the League of Nations, a precursor to
the United Nations, which won him the 1919 Nobel Peace Prize.

On the domestic front, he's remembered for creating the Federal

Reserve,.stronger labor laws, and the graduated income tax,
which imposes higher tax rates on those with higher incomes.

But Wilson was also a racist who, as president, rolled back
gains blacks had made since Reconstruction (1865-77). After win-
ning the White House rn7912, Wilson, a Democrat, stocked his

government with segregationists who fired and demoted many
blacks, shunting the rest into lower-paying jobs. Though Haward
and Yale had admitted blacks decades earlier, as Princeton's presi-

dent (1902-10), Wilson continued the university's poliry of exclud-

ing them. (Princeton admitted its first black student in the 1940s.)

"Historians usually say, 'Here was this amazing liberal pro-
gressive who was a racist, which is too bad; now let's go back to

talklng about the good thingsj " says Eric S. Yellin, a professor at

the University of Richmond in Virginia and the author of a study

on Wilson's segregation of the federal work force. "But it's impor-
tant to see that Wilson had a whites-only progressive view."

At Princeton, the university president agreed in November

to initiate conversations about removing a mural of Wilson
from a cafeteria on campus and possibly renaming the public
affairs school. Whatever happens, some think the debate over
Wilson has already been a valuable teaching opportunity.

"I think it's an important conversation for our students, for our
faculty, for our staff, to really understand the many dimensions

of Princeton's legary with race," says Cecilia Rouse, dean of the
public poliry school. "I actually think it's a very good thing." o

With reporting by Andy Newman and Jennifer Schuessler

of Tlrc New York Times.

A statue of Thomas

Jefferson, a slave

owner, at the University

of Virginia, which he

founded in 1819
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0ther controversies on campuses across the U.S.

To acknowledge its ties to slavery,

the university built a new dorm named after

two of the university's slaves.

University ol
North Garolina
Chapel Hill,

North Carolina

The university removed the name of William

Saunders, a 19th-century North Carolina

secretary of state and chief Ku Klux Klan

organizer, from a campus building.

Yale is debating whether to rename

a residential college named for alumnus

John C. Calhoun, one of the l9th-century's

foremost defenders of slavery.

Harvard
Law School
Cambridge,

Massachusetts

The school is considering

changing its seal. The bushels

of wheat are borrowed from

the crest of a slave-holding

family who helped fund the

school's founding.
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Leslye Osegueda
was born in Mexico

and brought to the

U.S. illegally at age 5.

She's now 24 and a

community organizer

in Los Angeles.ShouId
Undocumenled
ImmigrGrnls
Get cr 'Pcrlh lo
Gitizenship'?

ost Americans agree that the nation's immigration system needs fixing. But Congress

has been unable to pass immigration reform. The major sticking point has been what
to do with the 11 million immigrants who are already in the United States illegally. Most

Democrats, including President Obama, favor allowing undocumented immigrants to
take steps to legalize their status and ultimately become U.S. citizens. But critics,

including many Republicans, say that offering a "path to citizenship" is essentially giving amnesty
to lawbreakers. lmmigration reform is already an issue in the 2016 presidential campaign.

EI nnaly.e the arguments, cast your vote, and see instant results at uplrontmagazine.com
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people who want to legally enter our country-people who

could invent new technologies, create jobs, and boost

our economy.

Perhaps the greatest challenge
to immigration reform is this knotty
question: What do we do with the
11 million undocumented people

who live in the shadows, fearing
deportation each day, most of them
working to earn their sons and

Without relormo
our immigrcrtion
lcrws lhrecrten lo
lecrr crpcrrl lcrmilies.

reform. We need to modernize and fix our immigration
system, to ensure that the door to America remains as

open to f uture generations as it was for our ancestors. We

also need to give the millions of undocumented workers a

chance to settle their debt to society and earn legal status.
ln 2013, the Senate passed a bill that

would have done just that. Our reform
bill would have established a tough but
fair pathway to citizenship. By f ulfilling
reasonable requirements such as paying

fines, learning English, and waiting their
turn to be considered, these immigrants
could become law-abiding citizens.

daughters a chance at the American Dream?

The status quo is unsuslainable. Without reform, our
immigration laws threaten to tear apart families and force

our government to expend precious resources to deport
millions. Without reform, these 11 million continue to live in

a state of uncertainty and fear. The vast majority of them
want to get right by the law, but there is no achievable
pathway for them to do so.

That's why I've been f ighting to pass immigration

22 @!el(crullorkGinrrs upFRoNr . upFRoNrMAGAzrNE.coM

Unfortunately, the House of Representatives never even

voted on this comprehensive immigration reform bill.

From my home in Brooklyn, I can see the Statue of Liberty,

which welcomed my ancestors so many years ago. That statue

is a symbol of hope to the world. For it to remain so, we must

keep fighting to pass immigration reform, including a solution
for undocumented immigrants who are already here.

-SENATOR CHARLES E. SCHUMER
Democrat of New York



Undocrlmenled
Immigrcrnls
BY THE NUMBERS

l.

2.

1|' A pathway to citizenship for illegal im-

fl 'grunrs 
rs DranKer amnesry rnat nor onry

U puroons tnose who've brot(en tne raw, but
also rewards them. Rewarding lawbreakers by handing
them the very thing they're after can only encourage more
people to break the law.

ln 1986, President Ronald Reagan tried
this approach. At the time, I opposed
the legislation that ultimately provided

amnesty to 3 million immigrants who
were in the U.S. illegally. Reagan said the
measure was a one-time offer and that
after that, the country's immigration laws

To stop illegcrl
immigrclion, we
should punish lhose
who breclr the lcw.

I

q

would be vigorously enforced so there would no longer be a
problem of a large populatior of people living here illegally.

That's not what happened then, and it's not what would
happen now if we tried another round of amnesty.

With hindsight, we can see clearly that the 1986 law
did not solve America's illegal immigration problem.
The U.S.-Mexico border was not strictly patrolled, and in
the three decades since, the number of immigrants who
have crossed illegally has soared to 11 million.

you reward a behavior, you get more of it; when you punish
something, you get less of it.

lf we want to solve America's problem with illegal
immigration, we should punish those who break the law.

We should systematically deport all those who are living
in the U.S. illegally. Doing so would restore the rule of law
and finally solve the problem.

-CONGRESSMAN STEVE KING
Republican of lowa

Ulhere they come from:

MEXICO
6.8 MILLION
EL SALVADOR
660,OOO

3. GUATEMALA
52O,OOO

4. HONDURAS
38O,OOO

5. CHINA
28O,OOO

SOURCE: DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECUR TY
OFF CE OF IMM GRAT ON STATISTICS

270/o
PERCENTAGE of the

42 million immigrants in the
U.S. who are undocumented.

SOURCE: MIGRAT ON POLICY INSTITUTE

I million
'r:r'ir.:':'f ':::il.':,trrii;r.:i...r.;!r 1:iiiiti,la;,lji NUMBER Of UndOCUmented

immiqrants in the U.S.

workforce.
SOURCE: PEW RESEARCH CENTER

Rather than arbitrarily welcoming as citizens whoever
happens to have snuck across the border, we should be

thinking about what we want America to look like in 2050.
How many immigrants do we want, and what kind of job
skills and education do we want them to have? Those

are some of the considerations
that should inform any immigration
reform we enact.

I oppose providing a pathway

to citizenship because you can't offer
incentives for breaking the law without
expecting more laws to be broken.

It's a basic law of economics: When

JANUARY 11,2o16 23



Should
Uoling Be
MGrndalory?

ast spring, President Barack Obama suggested that Americans

be required to vote. "lt would be transformative if everybody

voted," he said. Many Americans don't exercise their right to
vote, with participation in U.S. elections far lower than that in

many other developed countries. ln the 2014 midterm elections'

36 percent of eligible voters cast ballots, a record low since World War ll.

(ln the 2O12 presidential election, the figure was 54 percent.) Below two

experts-a fellow at a policy research organization and a law professor-
weigh in on the idea of making voting mandatory.

EI nnalyze the arguments, cast your vote, and see instant results

at uplrontmagazine.com

Y ES n:ntr{h: ::;: ilHll*'.'iil"'
voting. The United States should join that list.

Consider the experience of Australia, whose political

culture is quite close to that of the U.S.

Alarmed by a decline in voter turnout
to less than 60 percent early in the
20th century, Australia adopted man-

datory voting in 1924i violators today
are subject to a fine of about S15.

The results have been remarkable.

ln the 1925 election, turnout soared to
91 percent. ln recent elections, it has hovered around

95 percent*, with most Ag;tralians now regarding voting

as a civic obligation.
American citizenship today confers many rights but

requires few responsibilities, especially since the aboli-

tion of the military draft in 1973. Requiring people to vote

would reinforce the principle of reciprocity at the heart of

citizenship: You must give to get. lt would also make our

democracy more responsive to the interests of all citizens,

zz @bcNeiullork@irucs upFRoNr . uPFRoNrMAGAzlNE.coM

f,ow voter turnoul
is one recrson lor
the polcrizcrtion ol

since elected off icials are more likely to pay attention

to those who vote.
Low voter turnout is one reason for the polarization

of American politics: Hard-core partisans-very conserva-

tive Republicans and very liberal Democrats-are more

likely to dominate elections when

turnout is low. Moderate politicians

often decide not to run because they
know that the voters most likelY to
show up at the polls tend to suPPort

more extreme candidates.

lmagine our political sYstem in a

world of near-universal voting: Cam-

American politics.

paigns could devote far less money to get-out-the-vote

efforts. Candidates would know they must appeal more

to middle-ground voters without the most extreme views.

Such a system would also improve our legislative process.

Rather than focusing on symbolic gestures to appease

partisans, Congress might actually roll up its sleeves and

tackle the serious issues it's now ignoring. .

-WILLIAM GALSTON

Senior Fellow Brookings Institution

*The numbers in oalson's essay refer to the percentage of registered voters who cast ballots, as opposed

to the percentage of the voting-age population, shown in chart; not evelyone registers to vote.
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College students in California waiting t:

to vote in the 2012 presidential election '.

Who $hows llp
to Uote

Developed countries with the
highest percentage of voting-age
population that cast ballots in the

most recent national election

l. Belgium* 87o/o

860/o

83o/o

82o/o

8lo/o

80o/o

80o/o

78o/o

760/o

73o/o

2. Turkey*
3. Sweden

4. Denmark

5. Australia*
6. South Korea

7. lceland

8. Norway

9. lsrael
10. New Zealand
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nothing increases voter turnout more
than giving voters meaningful, signifi-
cant choices.

where their own party holds a lopsided majority-for them-
selves and thelr allies. Only in the U.S. are sitting legislators
given the power to create g[ection districts that help them
get re-elected; the practice is called gerrymandering.

Second, states should consider open political prima-

ries in which independents-voters not reqistered with a

political party-can vote in the primary of their choice.

Broadening the primary electorate to include indepen-

dents could generate more centrist candidates and make
general elections more competitive.

That misses the real problems. Instead of making elections
mandatory, we should make them more competitive, because

We should mcrke
eleclions more

There are simple ways to accomplish

that. For starters, *.,nor,o "i*'ni," 
competilive so volers

the ability of Democrats and Republicans hqve recrl ChOiCeS,
to design "safe" election districts-those

31. United States 54o/o
*Countries with mandatory voting

SOURCE: PEW RESEARCH CENTER:

FIGURES RO!NDED

Finally, we need public financing of elections. The most
difficult task challengers face is raising enough money to
become widely known. Public financing-using taxpayer
money to fund political campaigns-would ensure that credible

challengers have access to the resources they need to make

more races competitive. Some states

and localities are adopting public

financing, and Congress should too.

Of the various proposals for reform-
ing our election system, mandatory
voting is one of the least plausible

ideas, Americans take their f reedoms

very seriously, and the idea of requiring them to do some-

thing-especially something as important and personal as

voting-runs deeply against the grain of our political culture.
Forcing people to participate does nothing to make our

system more democratic. A healthy democracy requires
competitive elections in which voters perceive something
meaningful is at stake. Make that happen and increased
voter participation will follow. .

-RICK PILDES
Professor of Law New York University School of Law
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Chloe Kim
at the 2014 U.S. 0pen

Snowboard Championships

in Vail, Colorado

n January 2015, a 14-year-old
snowboarder named Chloe Kim,
from La Palma, California, became
the youngest gold medalist at the
Winter X Games, which showcase

extreme sports such as freestyle
skiing (doing aerial tricks on skis) and
snowmobile long jump. As competitions
like the X Games have gained popul5ity,
more athletes at all levels have
started doing these sports. That raises
ethical questions about young people
participating in such risky activities.

il
{
F *"&

EI nn"lyre the arguments, cast you, uote,Lnd see instant results at upfrontmagazine.com
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today have lost interest in traditional sports. But

adventure sports-such as snowboardinE, mountain

biking, and motocross-are steadily becoming more
popular, and we should encourage this.

Although some adventure sports are associated

with a higher potential for injury, it may be this very
risk that helps get-and keep-people involved.

lf young people believe they're inadequately
challenged by an activity, they often lose interest.

Risk-f ree activities deprive young people of the
opportunity to test themselves while engaging

in age-appropriate physical challenges that are

motivating and stimulating.
Risk-taking is crucial to the development of

risk-management skills and to the mental health

of adolescents. lt's the opportunity to escape

boredom, test abilities, overcome fears, and achieve

Risk-lree
cctivities

goals that motivates
most adventure sport
athletes, and teens
are no different.

Risk is a fact
of life. Consider
something as simple
as driving to work.
Daily commuting
is associated with
a large number of

deprive young
people ol the
opportunity to
test themselves.

car accidents. We accept that the risk of traffic
can be reduced by learning and practicing good

driving skills. A doctor wouldn't suggest that a

person injured or killed in a car crash should have

anticipated the accident because he or she was

engaged in an inherently dangerous activity.

We regularly control our exposure to risk by

taking preventive measures and gradually working

toward our goals. Driving lessons start on empty
roads, not on f reeways. lt's that slow progression

that allows us to safely get better, and adventure
sports are the same. More-dangerous activities
should be avoided until skills are sufficiently
mastered and the chance of success is high.

Children may lack the maturity or ability to
judge risk and the 6nsequences of failure. That's

why they need guidance from a coach or parent.

Nevertheless, adventure sports can still be part

of a healthy, balanced life. .

-JAMIE BURR, Prolessor of Exersise Physiology,

University of Prince Edward lsland, Canada

There's no doubt that extreme sports
like snowboarding, motocross, and rock

climbing have soared in popularity.

But sports that involve f lying through the air on a

motorcycle or doing multiple flips before landing on

an icy mountainside involve a level of risk that is far
beyond soccer, basketball, or even football.

With extreme sports, we're not just talking
about the possibility of a broken leg or a torn
ligament. I have treated several motocross
riders who suffered broken necks that left them
paralyzed. One of my patients lost his leg in an

ATV accident. Massive head trauma that can cause

permanent brain damage and even death is a very
real possibility.

The most advanced protective equipment can't
prevent injuries. Helmets are just not made to
withstand the high-level impact of these extreme

sports. And because kids grow so fast, it's hard to fit
protective gear correctly.

That's why extreme
sports are too risky for yOUng bftfinS
children and teens.

The statistics are Cffe mOfe
sobering. ln 2014, lwas vqlner3rble tO
part of a team that injury thcrn
studied injuries related
to extreme sports. we IuIIY grown
found that more than qdult brqinS.
4 million such injuries
occurred between
2OOO and 2011; 4O,OOO of those were head and

neck injuries, which can be very serious and lead to
lifelong disabilities.

And studies show that a child's brain is more

vulnerable to the effects of a brain injury and takes

longer to recover.

Kids don't have the tools they need to make good

choices about whether participating in these kinds

of sports is worth the risk. lt's not just a matter
of maturity; it's a matter of brain development.

Scientists have found that the part of the brain

that guides impulse control and weighs risks versus

rewards is not fully mature in teenagers.
That's why responsible adults need to step in and

tell young people who want to participate in these

very dangerous sports that they have to wait-at
least until they're old enough to be responsible for
their own decisions. .

-vANt SABESAN, M.D.,

Associate Professor, Wayne State University
School of Medicine' Michigan



Social media is transforming the lives
of young people in Saudi Arabia, one of the
most cbnservative societies in the world

or many young Saudis, life is

al1 about their apps.

They don't have free sPeech,

so they debate on Twitter. TheY

can't flirt at the mall, so they

do it on WhatsApp and Snapchat. Since

women are banned from driving, theY

get rides from car services like Uber and

Careem. And in a country where shops

close for Muslim prayers five times a day,

there are apps that not orfiz issue a call

to prayer from your pocket but also cal-

culate whether you can reach, say, the

nearest Dunkin' Donuts before it shuts.

Confronted with an austere version of

6utl.
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Islam and rigid social codes that sharply

restrict their lives, young people in Saudi

Arabia are increasingly relying on social

media to express themselves, make

money, and even meet potential spouses.

Many of the country's 31 million Peo-

ple, in fact, have multiple smartphones

and spend hours online each daY.

This explosion of digital communica-

tion has been revolutionary because it's

taking place in one of the world's most

tradition-bound places.

"On one level, it looks like any mod-

ern city," says Janet Breslin Smith, who

lived in the capital, Riyadh, for five years

when her husband was the U.S. ambas-

sador. "But as your eyes gaze down to

people walking, it almost takes you back

to biblical times. People are dressed as

they have for thousands of Years."

One of the most Powerful nations

in the Middle East, Saudi Arabia is an

important U.S. ally in the region. Its influ-

ence comes from two factors: It has more

than 25 percent of the world's known oil

reserves; and it's the birthplace of Islam

and the guardian of its two most sacred

sites, in Mecca and Medina.

A strict fundamentalist interpretation

of Islam known as Wahhabism governs

all aspects of iife, with the Koran and

the teachings of the Prophet Muhammad
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effectively serving as a constitution.
Unrelated men and wornen are con-

pletely segregated from one another. Girls
and boys attend separate schools, and
separate classes in college. Femaies must
wear black head-to{oe coverings called
abayas in public once they hit puberty.
When tl.rey go ollt, they must be accom-
panied by a male relative. Religious police
zealously enforce these rules, arresting
and sometines flogging violftors.

Some Freedom on Twitter
The nation is a near-absolute mon-

archy led by King Salman, a member of
the Al Saud family that has ruled Sar-rdi

Arabia since 1932. A push for reforn

resulted in local council elections being
ireld for the first time in 2005, but the
councils are largely symbolic and have
no real power. Wonen, who in recent
years have been pushing for basic rights
like driving, will be allowed to vote in
local elections this month (see "A push

for Women's Rights," p. 10).

But it's technology rather than politi-
cal reform that's rocking the conserva,
live culture of Sarrdi Alabia.

The nation has the ideal conditions for
a social rnedia boom: speedy Internet,
disposable income fi'om oil wealth, and
a youthful population-more than half of
Saudis are under age 30-with few social
options. Unlike China and Iran. Saudi

Smartphone .l'

society: Saudi

women using their r{
phones on the

streets of Riyadh

Arabia hasn't blocked sites like Facebook

and TWitter, although it doesn't tolerate
commentary against the government or
Islam. The Saudi monarchy appears to
have decided that the benefits of social
media as an outlet for young people
outweigh the risk that it will be used to
rnobilize polirical opposiriorr.

For now, some of the biggest changes

brought by technology have been in how
young Saudis find a spouse. In a society
wllere dating-or erren fi'iendship between
boys and gills-is folbidden, marriages
have long been arranged by families. In
fact, nost Saudi girls have traditionally
met theil husbands for the first lime when
they became engaged. Now, social media

3F*
al

ri*i+eiw
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ls enabling romance to spring up without

violating traditions outright.

When Raqad Alabdali, a conserva-

tive 22-year-old from a Riyadh suburb,

made some melancholy posts on TWitter

not long ago, a man she didn't know

responded to her with a private message.

They were soon messaging constantly.

"He kept checking on me to make

sure I wasn't sad anYmore, and then we

tweeted with each other daily," she says.

They exchanged phone numbers for an

occasional call, and she eventually sent

him a photo of herself unveiled, in a white

dress with bare shoulders and eye makeup

on her face. He said he wanted to many

her, so his mother called hers. The couple

is pianning a family meeting to make their

engagement formal, Alabdali says. It will

he their first time in the same room.

"l don't have anY doubt that he'll
marry me or is serious about me," she

says. Why so sure? Her older brother and

his wife met on Facebook.

'A Window to the Outside World'
The boom in social media has also

created opportunities for young Saudi

entrepreneurs. Ali Kalthami is in charge

of content for a company called Telfazll '

A ftlsh lor Women's Righrs
Women will vote for the first time this month, but what they really want is to get behind the wheel

On paper, it looks like a

sea change for women's

rights in Saudi Arabia:

For the f irst time ever,

women will be allowed

to vote in municipal
elections this month.

But in reality, exPerts

say, it probably won't
make much difference.
For starters, municiPal

elections in Saudi Arabia

aren't very important
since local elected
officials have little Power.

And even if the
elections mattered more,

many women won't be

able to register to vote

or get to the polls in a

nation where theY're not

allowed to drive.
Despite small stePs

forward, Saudi women

are still denied basic

rights that women in

other countries take for
granted. Under the Saudi

interpretation of lslamic

law a woman's testimonY
in court doesn't carrY

the same weight as a

man's. Saudi women
need written permission

2
2

z

Rebel with a cause: A Saudi woman

breaks the law by driving in Riyadh, 2013
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from a male relative to
enroll at a university, to
marry, to have medical
procedures, and to leave
the country or even apply
for a passport.

"For the entire course
of your life, you have to
have a man to give you
permission to do basic
aspects of your life," says
Rothna Begum, a Saudi
Arabia expert at Human
Rights Watch in London.

This system affects
all aspects of life-and
severely limits the
impact of any political
reforms. For example, the
government has said that
women may run in the
municipal elections, but
they can't interact with

unrelated men. How can
they run for office without
speaking to potential
voters?

It's the ban on driving
that's troubled Saudi
women the most and
drawn the most attention
worldwide. Saudi Arabia
is the only country in
the world that prohibits
women from driving. The
kingdom's ultraconserva-
tive clerics say allowing
women to drive would

3romote "licentious-
ness." Several years ago,
Saudi activists launched
a campaign to lift the
ban: Women got behind
the wheel and posted
videos of themselves
driving as a protest.

Last yea4 a royal
advisory council
recommended lifting the
ban-though only for
women over 30 who have
permission from a male
relative to drive. So fal no
action has been taken.

But there's evidence
that younger Saudi
women are finding
other ways to assert
themselves. Excluded
from an all-male
convention of computer
gamers in Riyadh, a

bunch of 2O-something
Saudi women organized
their own computer
gaming convention in
2012. lt has drawn 3,OOO

women annually.

-Patricia Smith

which produces comedy videos for
YouTube. The company now employs
more than 30 people and has branched
out into commerciais, games, and talent
management for its actors.

'A lot of people are stuck to their
phones-and really bored, " says Kalthami.

In a country where movie theaters are

banned, YouTube and Internet stream-
ing have provided an escape from the
censors and a way to see what's going
on beyond Saudi Arabia's borders.

"Everything to do with technology is

a window to the outside world," says

Hoda Abdulrahman al-Helaissi, a female

member of the Shura Councii, an advi-
sory body appointed by the king.

But technology hasn't brought Western-

style liberalization. Many young Saudis
remain committed to and proud of theilr
culture, and religious conservatives u'se

social media as adeptly as liberals.

And the power of social media is limlted
in a society lacking political righrs. 'i'hs

Saudi monarchy takes a hard line agaLinst

dissent, doling out punishments vie,;ved

as barbaric in the democratic world. For
participating in antigovernment prote sts

three years ago, Ali al-Nimr, 20, was sren-

tenced to a public beheading. Raif Bad"-wi,

a young blogger who calied for womeln's

rights and freedom of speech. is serv ing
10 years behind bars; he's also been sdtn-

tenced to a flogging of 1,000 lashes.

But most young Saudis are challeni;-
ing the status quo in more subtle ways..

For Haya al-Fahad, 27, social media has

become her livelihood. She quit her first
job after graduating from college because

one-third of her pay went to the driver she

needed to get to ald from work.
She now works from home, making

bracelets she sells online. That gives her
more time to manage her three Facebook
pages, three Instagram accounts, and
two TWitter feeds.

"This is my identity," she says, waving
her smartphone. "I don't know how peo-

ple survived 10 years ago without it." .

Ben Hubbard couers the Middle East

for Tlrc New York Times; additionaL

reporting by Patricia Smitlt.

$audi Arabia
BY THE ]IUltlBERS

5r
million

Number of cellphone

subscriptions; the country's
population is 3l million.

460/o
Percentage of the population

under age 25, compared with
32 percent in the U.S.

lOo/o
Unemployment rate, compared

with 5 percent in the U.S.

2.4
million

Number of Twitter users-
40 percent of the total

in the Middle East.

SOURCES: SAUD ARABIAS COMMUN CAT ONS

AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY COMMISSIONi
POPULATION REFERENCE BUREAUj STAT STA; BBC
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CORN
l,lore than 90 percent

of corn planted in

the U.S. is qenetically

modified to fight off

insects and survive the

herbicides sprayed to

kill weeds.

PIZZA
Some animal-derived

ingredients in pizza,

like cheese and meai,

can contain GM0s if

the animals were fed

genetically modified

corn, soy, or alfalfa.

,#,
.#.

THE
(GENETICALTY

MODIFIED

ORGANISMS)

BAIITE
OUER

Are GMOs lhe crnswer to leeding cr hungry world, or Frankenfoods
.lhcrt put the environpsnt-and 15-ql risk? Bw

SODA
lvlost sodas are made wlth

high-f ructose corn syrup-

which ls likely to come from

genetically modified corn-
or sugat which is likely made

with genetically modified

suqar beets.

J watcn a video on the first genetically modified tomato at upfrontmagazine.com
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housands of people recently took to the

streets in 400 cities worldwide. The cause

of their anger? Not oppressive governments,

unempioymtnt, or income inequality, but
apples that don't brown when sliced and

corn that's bred to fight off insects. In short, GMOs-
genetically modified org,anisms.

In Los Angeles, protesters chanted, "Hell no GMO!"
in Strasbourg, France, demonstrators held a minute of
silence in front of the European Parliament. And in Rio de

Janeiro, Brazil, people accused GMO producers of "bioterrorism. "

GMOs are organisms whose DNA has been combined with a
gene from an unrelated species to produce a desired trait. Some

crops are genetically modified to survive herbicide sprays that
kill weeds. Others are engineered to be more nutritious: A pink
pineapple awaiting U.S. govemment approval has the same anti-

oxidant that makes tomatoes red and may help prevent cancer.

In November, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration approved

the first genetically modified animal: a salmon engineered to
grow to market size in about haif the time as a regular salmon.

But GMOs haven't been very popular lately. Only 37 percent

of Americans think they're safe to eat, according to the Pew

Research Center. McDonald's recently refused to use a new
genetically modified potato that produces less of a cancer-

causing chemical when fried. Chipotle dropped GMOs from its
U.S. offerings. And General Miils stopped using GMOs in orig-
inal Cheerios after a yearlong campaign by environmentalists.

'l Don't Think We Know Enough'
While some see GMOs as Frankenfoods that

hurt the environment, and us, others see them as

the most promising solution to feeding the world's
population, which is expected to skyrocket from
7 billion today to 10 billion by 2050. The govern-

ment agencies regulating GMOs in the U.S. say

they're safe. But some scientists and consumers

argue that GMOs haven't been around long enough

for us to know their long-term health effects.

"We're putting genes into crops that have never

been in the food supply before," says Doug Gurian-Sherman, a

scientist at the Center for Food Safety, a nonprofit organization
opposing GMOs. "l don't think we know enough."

The first GMO, a tomato that dpened without softening,
was sold in the U.S. in 1994. (lt was iater taken off the market.)
In 7996, soybeans and corn that resist herbicides and kill
pests were introduced. Bolh crops proved extremely popular
with farmers. Today, 94 percent of soybeans and 93 percent

of corn planted in the U.S. is genetically altered-and most
of it ends up in processed foods.

According to the Grocery Manufacturers Association, up to
B0 percent of what you eat has GMOs-but you might not know
it. Unlike the European Union and places like India and Russia,

the U.S. doesn't require foods with GMOs to be labeled.* That

A salmon that's genetically modified to grow fast,

next to a regular salmon roughly the same age

bothers Lena Romaldini, a 21-year-old senior at the University
of New Hampshire, who tries to buy only organic foods. She

fears that altering the DNA of plants is a bit like playing God-
with a host of unwanted consequences for the environment.
"l think we're just digging ourselves into this hole that we're
not going to be able to get out of," she says.

But GMO proponents say people like Romaldini don't have

all the facts. "IGMOs] have positive environmental effects,"
says Yves Carridre, a GMO expert at the University of Arizona.
"Scientifically, they are positive and safe."

A Boon to Farmers?
Carribre argues that bug-killing crops are beneficial because

they reduce the use of insecticides, which can harm people

and the environment. (Between 1996 and 2011, bug-killing
corn reduced insecticide use in corn production by 45 per-

cent worldwide.) Developing crops that can survive dry cli-
mates, others say, could help us grow food as

climate change makes the planet more prone

to droughts. Such crops could make a differ-
ence for drought-stricken states Iike California.

Marlaina Johnson, a l6-year-old who works
on her family dairy farm in Orange, Virginia,
says that GMOs are key to farmers. Her family
depends on the genetically modified corn and

soybeans they grow to feed their 170 milk cows.
" [GMOs] have helped our production," she says.

But some scientists fear GMOs hurt the
environment. Herbicide-resistant crops have

allowed farmers to use more herbicides to kill weeds. That
has had serious unintended consequences, says Gurian-
Sherman at the Center for Food Safety. Monarch butterfly
populations have declined by 90 percent because their food
source, a weed called milkweed, has been decimated, he
says. And like insecticide, herbicide can harm people.

Whether GMOs prove to be a temporary experiment depends

on who you ask. Some think consumers will have the final word
on whether GMOs succeed or fail. Others believe that, with a

warming world and a growing population, we don't have a choice.
"l think that [genetically modified] crops are here to stay,"

says Michael Gray, a GMO expert at the University of Illinois.
"They do offer enormous potential. But they are just a tool,
and we need to keep that in mind." o

Chipotle went GM0-free last year.

*Vermont passed a GMO labeling law in 2014 that is set to take effect in July. The law has been challenged in court. FEBRUARY A, 2o16 7
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Mass shootings
have reignited
the political fight
over gun control.
Here's what you
need to know
to understand
the issue.
BY PATRICIA SMITH

ast month, following a spate
of mass shootings in the U.S.,

a tearful President Obama
announced lhat he was using
his executive powers to try

to stem gun vioience. The modest
steps he announced-the only ones
he could take without the approval of
Congress-included trying to expand
the number of gun seilers required to
conduct criminal background checks,
pledging to hire more people to carry
out those checks, and ordering better
tracking of lost guns.

The president's move came a month
after a terrorist shooting in December in
San Bernardino, California, left 14 peo-
ple dead. That and other recent shoot-
ings, including one in October at a com-
munity college in Oregon in which nine
people died, have reignited the national
debate over gun control.

The U.S. has more guns per capita
than any other developed country-
and far more gun violence (see clwrt,
p. 11). ln 2014, there were more than
33,000 firearm-related deaths in the
U.S. The question is whether stricter
gun control laws would help lower that
number. Congress, like theSation, has
long been divided and hasn't passed

major gun control legislation in the past
two decades.

Here's what you need to know to
understand the ongoing debate.

President Obama teared up at the White House

last month when he spoke about gun violence.

What is gun control?
"Gun control" is a broad term that

covers many kinds of restrictions. It can
include regulations on what kinds of
firearms can be bought and sold, who
can possess or sell them, and where and
how they can be stored or carried. Gun
control can involve the responsibilities
a seller has to check a buyer's back-
ground and whether a gun sale should
be reported to the government. The term
also covers limits on types of ammuni-
tion and the size of magazines (the part
of the gun that holds ammunition).

In recent years, gun controi debates
have focused on three issues: back-
ground checks for buyers, the laws
regulating who can carry weapons in
public, and the kinds of guns available
for purchase. One of the most conten-
tious arguments is over who should be

allowed to possess assault rifles-mil-
itary-style weapons capable of firing
multiple bullets quickly; assault rifles
have been used in many recent mass
shootings.

What's the state of
federal gun control today?

Federal law prohibits specific groups

of people from owning firearms. The list
includes convicted felons, those diag-
nosed with certain types of mental illness,
and immigrants without legal status.

The Brady Handgun Violence
Prevention Act, passed by Congress in
1993, requires licensed gun dealers to
conduct background checks on poten-
tial buyers through an F.B.I. database.
This is meant to prevent the sale of
guns to someone who's prohibited from
owning one.

But the system has major holes in it.
Perhaps the biggest is that many small-
scale gun sellers claim to be "hobby-
ists," who aren't required to conduct
background checks. Because many of
these sellers do business at gun shows,
this is often referred to as "the gun
show loophole." Another problem:
Most people with serious mental illness
never receive a diagnosis, so they can
stili own guns legally.

From 1994 to 2004, federal law
banned the sale of many types of
assault rifies and high-capacity maga-
zines. Since the law expired, repeated
efforts to renew the ban in Congress
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What are the arouments
against gun confrol?

have failed, but several states have
their own bans on assault weapons.

Where does the
American public stand?

Gun controi is one of the most sharply
divisive issues in the U.S. today. When
Americans are asked whether they
favor stricter gun laws, they're about
evenly divided, according to a recent
Pew Research Center poll.

Most Democrats and city dwell-
ers favor more restrictions. Most
Republicans and people in rural areas-
where guns are more common-favor
protecting gun rights.

But there's more consensus on some

specific measures: When asked in the
Pew poll whether private gun sales

should be subject to background checks,

BB percent of Democrats and 79 percent

of Republicans said they should.

Gun rights advocates see weapon pos-

session as a matter of individual rights.
They say that people have the right to
arm themselves for hunting, self-defense,

and sport-or just because they want to.

Rather than being a danger, gun owners

say, weapons can make society safer. They

say guns glve people the power of self-

defense-and dissuade criminals from
victimizing people who might be armed.

"The only thing that stops a bad guy
with a gun is a good guy with a gun,"
Wayne LaPierre of the National Rifle
Association (N.R.A.) said in 2012.

The debates often come down to
the Second Amendment, which was
adopted in 1791. Americans have end-
lessly argued over its language and con-

text: 'A well regulated Militia,* being
necessary to the security of a free State,

the right of the people to kgep and bear

Arms, shall not be infringed."
Gun rights advocates say that means

there's an individual right to gun pos-

session. Gun control advocates say

it means the people's collective righI,
through a militia.

For generations, the U.S. Supreme

Court avoided directly answering the
question. But in 2008 and 2010, the Court

ruled, in two 5-to'4 decisions, that the
Second Amendment protects an individu-
al's right to keep a loaded firearm for seif-

defense. The rulings have only fueled the

disagreement about what kinds of limits
society can place on gun ownership.

What are the arouments
in favor? '

While gun rights advocates say arm-

ing people makes for a safer society,
people who favor gun control say the
opposite is true: The more people carry
weapons, the more likely it is that an

everyday dispute can turn deadly.

[n2014, there were more than 33,000
gun-related deaths in the U.S. About
two-thirds were suicides and about a

third were homicides.

Gun control supporters cite figures
that equate high rates of gun owner-
ship with more gun violence. According
lo a 2007 report called the Small Arms
Survey, there were BB.B guns per 100

people in the U.S., more than in any
other developed country. (switzerland,
second on the list, had 45 .7 guns per 100

people.) A United Nations study found
that the U.S. had 3.2 firearm homicides
per 100,000 people in 2010, the highest
among developed nations. (Canada,

the next highest, had 0.5 per 100,000.)

Supporters say tougher laws in
other countries keep gun deaths down.
Australia, for example, had 13 mass

shootings from7979 to 1996. After a gun-

man killed 35 people tn7996, the country
passed strict laws banning many weap-

ons. It hasn't had a mass shooting since.

Closing gun control loophoies would
still allow law-abiding people to have
flrearms, while resulting in far fewer
deaths, gun control advocates say. In
other words, they argue, it's not a ques-

tion of disarming the public, but a matter
of where to draw sensible limits.

Whv are oun control laws
so tiontrotersial?

For many politicians, particularly
those in rural states, supporting gun
rights is critical to getting re-elected.
AIso, the N.R.A. and other gun rlghts
groups are powerful and well-funded,
and many politicians fear them. After
Colorado enacted new gun controls
in 2013, these groups, known as the
gun lobby, successfully petitioned for
a special recall election targeting two
Democratic state senators who'd sup-
ported the measures. The senators were
voted out of office.

Fearing that any additional restrictions
will lead to an outright ban on weapons,

the gun lobby has become more unyield-
ing in recent years, opposing measures
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GUN OWNENSHIP BY STATE
Overall, about 30 percent of Americans own guns, but the rates vary widely among states
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like more-stringent background checks,

which it once supported.

Over the past generation, American
politics has become more partisan and

regional divisions more rigid. Republicans

have become more uniformly opposed

to gun laws at a time when they control

Congress and most state houses.

What have states done?
Most gun control exists at the state

level. Some states llave stricter back-
ground check systems than the fed-

eral one; some require a iicense or
permit to own a gun, but most don't.
California, Hawaii, Illinois, Maryland,
Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York,

and Rhode Island have the most restdc-

tive laws. But in other par$ of the coun-

try there's much more resistance to gun

laws. The result is that in recent years,

states have gone in opposite directions.

After the shooting at Sandy Hook
Elementary School in Newtown,
Connecticut, which killed 20 children
and 6 adults, New York and Connecticut

THE U.S. VS.
OTHER GOUI{TRIES

Annual gun'related homicides

per 100,000 people in selected countries

Honduras 68.43

Mexico 9.97

Philippines 8.93

United States 3.20

Eqypt .57

Ganada .51

Germany .19

Australia .14

England/Wales .07

,",-..',,:::: NPasr 2a12 
'01

passed new restrictions on assault rifles

and large-capacity magazines. These laws

were challenged by a group ofgun owners,

dealers, and activists, but a federal appeals

couft ruled in October that the measures

don't violate the Second Amendment.

But other states have eased restric-
tions. In Texas, a new "open carry" Iaw

allows people to carry handguns openly

in most public places. In Arkansas, vot-

ers can bring guns into polling places.

In Kansas, gun owners no longer need

a license to carry concealed weapons.

The wide variety of regulations in
different states allows guns to fiow
freely across state lines. For example,

New York has very strict gun laws, but
more than two-thirds of guns used in
crimes in Nerv York City come from
other states with weaker gun laws.

Only federal legislation could address

that problem, and that looks increas-

ingly unlikely.
"We are deeply poiarized as a coun-

try," says Larry Sabato, director of the

University of Virginia Center for Politics.
"Gun control is now part of the cluster

of social issues where compromise has

become virtually impossible." r

With reporting by Riclwrd Pdrez-PeltL of

Tlte New York Times and by Bryan Brown.
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A boat packed with migrants-

mostly from Eritrea and Syria-;
on the Meditenanean
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arly one morning this spring, 1S-year-old Ali* sat in
an inflatable plastic boat on the Mediterranean Sea.

it had been three months since he left his home in
Somalia in the back of a pickup truck. Desperate

to escape the vioience and poverty there, he'd
arranged for smuggiers to take him 4,400 miles across the
African desert to the coast of Libya.

Now, crammed inside the srnall boat with about Z0 other
migrants, he dreamed of starting a new life in Europe, a couple
l.tundred miles away.

But after a few hours at sea, a hole appeared in the iront of the
boat and air starled leaking out. Some of the passengers tried des-

perately to cover the opening, while others used a satellite phone

to call the Italian coast guard. It took six houls for help to anive.
"Those six hours were the worst norrents of my life," says A_li,

who sulived, along with everyone else on boatd.
Ali and his fe11ow travelers represent just a fraction of the grow-

ing number of desperate migrants who have attempted to cross

the Mediterranean to reach Europe tl'ris year. Many are escal.ring

violence, poverty, or persecution in the Middle East and Africa.
Accolding to the United Nations, more than 350,000 migrants
have arrived in Europe by boat so far in 2015.

Most, like Ali, are packed into rickety vessels that were never
meant for the high seas. The boats often lack iife jackets and
navigation equipment. Severely overloaded, many have cap-
sized, and more than 2,700 people have drowned this year alone.

In September, Abdullah Kurdi, a refugee from Syria, lost
his wife and two young sons when the raft smugglers had
provided to take them from Turkey to Greece flipped over and
they drowned. The tragic image of Kurdi's 3-year-oid son lying
face down on a Turkish beach shot around the world on sociai
media. The photo encapsulated the horror of the situation and
the human cost of Europe's failure to come up with a coordi-
rraled lespotrse lo lhe migrdnt crisis.

"There is a new realization," says Prime Minister Joseph
Muscat of Malta, "that if Europe doesn't act as a tearn, history
will judge it very harsl'rly."

With tens of thousands of migrants moving through Europe-



many fleeing wars in Syria, Iraq, and Afghanistan-the situation

has become more chaotic and desperate by the day. In August,

the decomposing bodies of 71 migrants were found in the back

of a truck parked on the side of the road in Austria. At Budapest's

main train station, Hungarian police struggled to hold back thou-

sands of migrants determined to get on trains bound for Germany,

which has Europe's strongest economy and has been more gener-

ous than many other countries in receiving the refugees.

The migrants are also going by bus, paying smugglers to

be loaded into trucks, and in some cases walking. Many are

coming north from Greece, sneaking across borders through

the Balkans, toward Hungary, which is part of the European

Union (see mcLp, below).

Once inside the E.U., the migrants have moved relatively

freely since there have been no border checks since 1995.

But that seems to be changing as countries like Germany

and Austria introduce border checks to control the flow
of migrants. For months, the 2B E.U. countries have been

bickering over what to do, so there's been little coordinated

response to the unfolding disaster.

Most Refugees Since WWll

There's also mountlng pressure for the United States to take

more of the migrants. Despite concerns that terrolists could

attempt to get into the country among the refugees, President

Obama has pledged to accept 10,000 Syrians over the next year.

=
z

Migrants storm a train at Keleti Station in Budapest, Hungary, in August.
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The struggles of migrants are nothing new, but the scope

of the current wave is vast. Today, the U.N. estimates that nearly

60 milllon people are displaced worldwide-more than at any

other time since World War II (1939-451.

Syria's violent civil war, which is tearing that nation apart,

is responsible for a sizable portion of the migrant crisis. Since

the fighting began in 2011, more than 250,000 people have

been kiiled, 7.6 million have been displaced within Syria, and

another 4 million have fled the country.

Thousands of others are running from poor, unstable

countries in Africa. In Somalia, where Ali was born, a terror-
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ffiry Smcrillrhones tre
n Migrunl's Best friend
The migrants flooding into
Europe certainly need food,
wate[ and shelten But there's
something else they swear
they can't live without a

smartphone charging station.
"Every time I go to a new

country, I buy a SIM card and

activate the lnternet and

download the map to locate
myself," said Osama Aljasem,
a 32-year-old music teacher

routes, arrests, border
guard movements,
and transport, as well as
places to stay and prices,
while keeping in touch
with family and friends.

Aid agencies are
responding to the need:
The U.N. has distributed
more than 33,000 SIM cards
and 85,000 solar lanterns
to use as charging stations.

from Syria, as he sat
in Belgrade, Serbia,

considering his next
move northward.

Technology has

transformed this
migrant crisis.
Smartphone maps,
social media, and
WhatsApp have
become essential
tools. Migrants
depend on them
to post real-time
updates about

ingly high in several southern European countries-including
25 percent in Greece, which barely avoided bankruptcy this

summer-many people fear having to also compete with the

migrants for jobs. Some worry that welcoming refugees encour-

ages others to tiy to enter Europe illegally. (This is similar to the

argument in the U.S. that providing some kind of legal status

for undocumented immigrants will only encourage more illegal

immigration.) Fear of the newcomers has led Hungary to build
a wall along its border with Serbia to keep migrants out and led

Denmark to put ads in Lebanese newspapers warning Syrian

refugees that they would not be welcome.

Despite the challenges, humanitarian groups say much
more needs to be done.

"The scale of the displacement crisis is enormous and is only
going to get worse," says Alexander Betts, a professor of refugee

studies at the University of Oxford, in the United Kingdom.

For A1i, the dangerous journey has been worth it. After
reaching Italy, he's looking forward to starting over. He hopes

he's allowed to stay so he can continue his education and

find a job.

His goal is one countless immigrants have pursued

throughout history. "l'm looking for a better life," he says. o

With reporting by Matthew Brunwasser of Tlrc New York Times

9

Grawling under razor wire on the border between Serbia and Hungary

ist group known as al-Shabaab has been wreaking havoc for
years. The group's aim: to overthrow the country's Western-

backed government and impose strict Islamic law.

"In my country, there is no peace," says Ali.

In January, Ali decided that it was finally time to flee. He left

Somalia with a 19-year-old friend, whose father paid smugglers

to take the two teens to Libya. As they traveled north through

the Sahara Desert-where temperatures can reach as high
as 110 degrees Fahrenheit-they were given little food or water.

Then one day, Ali's friend fell out of the back of the pickup truck

as it sped through the Sahara.

" [He] didn't make it, " says AIi. "We buried him in the desert. "

Weeks later, Aii arrived in Libya alone and afraid. Security

along the Mediterranean coast of this North African country is

virhrally nonexistent, allowing smugglers to operate freely. Conor

Fortune of Amnesty International says smuggling networks in
Libya charge thousands of dollars for a spot on a ship.

"They promise that it'll be a very sturdy, seaworthy boat,"
he says. "But those often turn out to be false promises."

Instead, hundreds of people are crammed onto small vessels

made out of wood or plastic. The smugglers often abandon the

ships, says Fortune, leaving the passengers to fend for themselves.

"The boats don't have enough fuel to make it across," he

says. "They end up drifting on the high seas for days on end."

'Only Going to Get Worse'
For the migrants who reach Europe, the future is unclear.

Some make their way north toward whatever country they hope

to settle in, often using social media to help guide them (see box,

ttboue). Others, like Ali, are taken to refugee centers, where they

receive food, shelter, and medical care. Some end up staying there

for months while European officiais decide their fates.

Many of the people who wind up being classified as refu-
gees-those escaping war or persecution at home-may be

granted asylum, which allows them to stay in Europe perma-

nently. But thousands of other migrants are eventuaily sent back.

There's a growing reluctance among European leaders to

accept newcomers. With unemployment rates already stagger-

Afghan migrants charge their phones in France.
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ake a careful look at Your

state map and You might be

shocked by some of the names

you see. In PennsYlvania,

there's Jewtown; in Texas, You

can visit Dead. Negro Draw; in California'

you can swim in Chinaman Creek; and

in Minnesota, you can camp near Cripple

Lake. The list goes on and on'

The American landscape is dotted with

weli over a thousand names many find

offensive. They date back decades or even

centuries and usually relate to local minor-

ities who lived there alongside whites'

who made the maps. Many of the labels

are widely considered demeaning now if

they weren't then, but once recorded on

official maps, they stuck. A recent analysis

by the news website Vocativ found at least

1,441 places in the U'S. with names that

could be offensive to African-Americans'

Native Americans, Italians, Mexicans'

Chinese, and JaPalese.

More than a
that many

the American

"The names were Put on maps at a

time when society was less sensitive,"

says Mark Monmonier, a geograPhY

professor at Syracuse University in New

York. "So they picked a lot of names

that later on became peioratives"'

Many of the objectionable monikers are

in such remote areas that they go largeiy

unnoticed. But once in a while, some draw

attention, sParking debate

about what is offensive and

whose historY should be

reflected in Place names.

Last Year, Montana made

headlines when a state

legislator ProPosed elimi-

nating names of sPrings'

thousand Place names
find offensive still dot
landscape. Should theY

the word squau; in their names' The term,

which has been in the Engiish language

for almost 400 years, probably derives

from ancieni Native American words for

woman, but many American Indians con-

sider it disParaging'

"A lot of non-Indians don't think

they're being derogatory when they use

the s-word," says Teara Farrow Ferman'

an Umatilla tribe member in

Oregon. "But there's a history

of it being used as a s1ur, and

most of us hear it that waY"'

But many local officials

and residents insist that

the term is fine and that

the names ProPosed bY

be changed? e" n'-essrtuoRA PorENzA

Plcrce nomes
c.rn tecch us

oboul our
past.
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creeks, and lakes that include holfureed

andbreed, pejorative terms usually used

to describe Native Americans' In Grant

County, Oregon, a heated debate has been

going on for six years over a spring, a rock,

three meadows, and several creeks with

Native Americans-like Sdykiptatpa and

Nik6emex-are too hard to pronounce'

"seriously, can you pronounce them?"

says Boyd Britton, a Grant County com-

missioner. "It's a safety issue' Someone

making a 911 call has to say the location'

and the dispatcher has to understand and

repeat it to the sheriff."

Signs of the times:
Negro Mountain in

Grantsville, MarYland,

and Squaw ValleY in

931i1e1nia (leff)

++1"i"'{ ''a r'" 'o." * :l

$ oo,,"ntoad two primary sources on Denali at upfrontmagazine'com
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Other states, like Maine, Minnesota,

Montana, Oklahoma, and South Dakota,

have passed measures to require or

encourage the elimination of "squaw"

names, but the going has been slow.

Montana's law dates to 1999 and South

Dakota's to 2001, yet in both states some

name changes haven't been completed.
"It's not like people here fought to

keep the names," says June Hansen of
the South Dakota Board on Geographic

Names. "It just takes time."

'Views Can Ghange Over Time'
The U.S. Board on Geographic Names-

the federal panel that has the final word on

maps-sets a high bar for name changes;

it doesn't accept new names without a

consensus among local groups and state

and local officials. When it comes to eth-

nic slurs, only two words are officially
outlawed. In1962, the board ordered all
places using a pejorative word for African-

Americans-often referred to today as the

n-word-to be changed to Negro. And
three years later, it banned the word.Iap, a

slur for Japanese, which was mostly used

in Caiifornia, Hawaii, and Oregon.

"There's been discussion over the
years about prohibiting others, but our

board takes a very conservative approach

to making any changes," says Lou Yost

of the Board on Geographic Names.
"People disagree on what's acceptable,

and views can change over time."
The process is slow also because mem-

bers of the staie naming boards often have

other jobs and receive little or no help

or compensation. Be[ore proposing any

changes, they have to conduct research,

hold hearings, and find common ground.

In many places, local resistance has made

that hard. In 1995, Minnesota became the

first state to ban squau from maps, but
the tiny city of Squaw Lake refused to

change, and the name survives.

In some cases, it's not clear whether

the name was meant to be offensive.

Coon Hollow, Colorado, could be seen

as a racial slur for African-Americans
or as a reference to a furry animal, says

Monmonier, the geography professor.

Other times, the name is deeply rooted in

From tilcKinley to Denali
The renaming 0f a mountain in Alaska puts t0 rest a decades-long fight

Even when place names aren't
offensive, they can still kindle
emotional debates. One such place

was Mount McKinley in Alaska, the
tallest mountain in North America.

ln August, President Obama
used his executive power to end a

decades-long battle and restore the
mountain's original Native American
name, Denali. The name Mount
McKinley-for the 25th U.S. President
William McKinley (1897-1901)-was
disliked by many Alaskans, especially
native people. They objected to
having a Native American name
with historical roots replaced by an

American one having little to do with
the place. The native Athabascan
people have lived in Alaska for
thousands of years and have always

history. Graves Point, the tip of a penin-

sula on Lake Ontario in New York, was a

stop on the Underground Railroad used by

slaves to reach freedom in the North and

Canada. It was called Negrohead Point

from the 1950s to the 1970s. Prior to that,

it went by the even more offensive term.

For some, offensive names can teach

us about our past. While purging current

maps may be necessary purging history

is very different, warns Christopher
Jimenez y West, a professor of African-

called the mountain Denali-meaning
"the high one" or "the great one."

The name was changed in 1896,
after a gold prospector heard that
McKinley had won the Republican
presidential nomination and declared
that the mountain be named in his
honor. (McKinley never actually
visited Alaska, in part because
it wasn't a state until 1959.)

The recent name change
sparked outrage in Ohio, McKinley's
birthplace. But many Alaskans
welcomed it. Senator Lisa Murkowski,
a Republican who introduced a bill
to rename the peak early last year,

applauded Obama's decision, which
she called a "significant change
to show honor, respect, and gratitude
to the Athabascan people of Alaska."

American history at Pasadena City
College in California.

"I think that they shouldn't, in a con-

temporary moment, show up in a Google

search," he says. "That said, I don't think
you should erase them from the histori-

cal archives or treat them as if they never

occurred. That's more dangerous than
an)'thing else." o

witll (dditional reporting by Riclnrd

Pdrez-Peflo of The New York Times.

Mt. McKinley is once

again known by its original

Native American name.
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How a loophole in America's child labor laws
lets teens work dangerous jobs harvesting tobacco

BY ALESSANDRA POTENZA

Foir

very summer for the past four
years, Saray Cambray Alvarez
has woken up at dawn to work
in tobacco fields. Before enter-

ing the long rows of tobacco
plants in Wilson, North Carolina, Saray,

now 14, pul1s a black plastic garbage

bag over her body to protect her skin
from leaves dripping with nicotine dew.

If they touch her skin, she gels dtzzy
and sometimes throws up. In the 9O-plus

degree heat and humidity, she has trou-
ble breathing and may wait an hour for
a sip of water.

"You get very thirsty," says Saray,

who works 12-hour shifts. "It's too hard
for me, and it's too hot."

Even though we think of child labor
as a thing of the past, many teenag-
ers like Saray-and chiidren younger
than her-spend thelr summers labor-
ing in tobacco fields, mostly in North
Carolina, Kentucky, Tennessee, and
Virginia, which together produce 90 per-

cent of U.S. tobacco. Many are American
citizens whose Hispanlc immigrant par-

ents may or may not be in the U.S. legally.

These teens usually have to work to help

their struggling families get by.

In the fields, they face harsh working
conditions: They inhale pesticides, deal

with the ellecls of nicotine poisoning.

and work in extreme heat. Studies have

shown that workers on tobacco farms

have about the same level of nicotine in
their bodies as regular smokers. Health
experts believe that the long-term effects

of nicotine poisoning and exposure to
pesticides in children may include dam-

age to thelr developing brains, respira-
tory problems, and cancer.

"It's almost as if these kids have a

regular smoking habit," says Margaret
Wurth, an expert on children's health
at Human Rights Watch, a New York-

based group that tracks human rights
around the world. "They're absorbing
so much nicotine in the fields."

Child Labor in the U.S.
Child labor still exists in many places

(see "CltiLd LrLbor Around the World,"
p. 10), and in the U.S. it was rampant
until the early 1900s, when almost
2 million children under 15 worked
in American coal mines, in garment
factories, and on farms. Poor families,
especially immigrants, often depended
on their children's incomes to survive.

Several states passed iaws regulating
child labor in the 1800s. (Massachusetts

was the first, in 1836.) But these iaws
were relatively weak and often weren't
enforced. The situation changed in
i938, when passage of the federal Fair

Labor Standards Act set rules for the age

at which children could be employed,
what kinds of jobs they could do, and

!l oownload an infographic on child labor at upfrontmagazine.com



for how many hours. Because family
farming was widespread back then-
and parents needed their children to

work alongside them-agricultural
work was treated differently. And today,

that disparity remains in effect.

For non-farm work, federal law sets 14

as the minimum age and restricts work

for children under 16 to eight hours a day.

For jobs the Labor Department considers

"hazardous"-like mining, excavation,

and explosives manufacturing-the min-

imum age is 18. But children as young

as 12 are allowed to work on farms for

unlimited hours, as long as they don't

miss school. (For kids working on their

families' farms, where presumably their
parents are looking out for their well-

being, there's no minimum age.)

More than 500,000 minors work
on farms in the U.S., accordlng to the

National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health. Those who don't
work in the tobacco fields may pick

tomatoes in California, cucumbers in
Michigan, and oranges in Florida; they

follow seasonal work from state to state

and are often paid less than the federal

minimum wage, $7.25 an hour. Though

farmwork can provide income for their

families, it's one of the most dangerous

TREAGHEROUS
WORK

7Eo/o
PERCENTAGE of children working in the
tobacco fields who say they suffer from
nausea, headaches, respiratory illnesses,

skin conditions, or other symptoms.

IE
MEDIAN AGE children start working

in the tobacco fields.

50'60
NUMBER of hours per week children
typically work in the tobacco fields.

SOURCEi HUMAN R GHTS WATCH,

BASED ON INTERV EWS W TH 133 CHILD TOBACCO WORKERS

kinds of work young people can do.

Federal data shows that in 2012, three

fourths of the children under 18 who

died from work-related injuries-22 in
total-were agricultural workers. And

about 2,000 minors working on U.S.

farms suffered non-fatal injuries, often

involving the use of sharp blades or

heavy machinery like tractors. Children

working on tobacco farms, who usually

earn at least $7.25 an hour, face the

added threat of nicotine poisoning.

Tobacco companies say they're follow-

ing the law and have even instituted addi
tional protections. Some, Iike Reynolds

American, whose cigarette brands

include Camel, and Altria Group, which

sells Marlboro, recently adopted policies

banning their tobacco Srowers from hir-

ing children under 16. But these policies

are hard to enforce, and labor experts say

that federal law needs to be strengthened

to better protect minors.

"Our labor laws date back to a different

era in agriculture, which was dominated

by family farms," says Wurth of Human

Rights watch. But today, farming is differ-

ent, she says. "These kids are hired work-

ers. They're working 60 hours a week on

large commercial tobacco farms."

'We Need to Pay the Bills'
Esmeralda Juarez started working on

tobacco farms at 12. Because of the nico-

tine and the heat, the 16-year-o1d often

suffers from nausea and dizziness in the

fields. She's also experienced other prob-

Iems. She was sometimes harassed by a

labor contractor who pulled at her clothes

t
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Around the Wortd
An estimated l7O million children worldwide toil in dangerous jobs

for long hours and little or no pay, according to the lnternational Labour

Organization. Many are forced to work to help their impoverished

families; others are kidnapped and enslaved in mines or factories. Often,

they don't attend school. ln Tanzania, children work shifts of up to

24 hours crawling through cramped tunnels hunting for gold. ln Haiti,

they serve as maids in private homes, where they're often beaten and

abused. And in Thailand, minors are enslaved on fishing boats for years

on end. Since 2000, when major international efforts began to combat

the problem, experts say the number of child laborers has declined

by 30 percent. But more needs to be done, they add, including better

enforcement of child labor laws and stronger measures to make sure

that kids are enrolled in school. "Undoubtedly, progress has been made

in the last couple of decades," says Kailash Satyarthi, an activist who's

worked to end child labor in India. "[But] great challenges still remain."
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Nicotine in tobacco plants poses

serious health risks for farmworkers,

like this l7-yearold in Kentucky.

and called her "princess" and "baby."

Most tobacco farms, she says, have no

bathrooms, and she can't make herself
go in the woods, as other women do.

"l wait until I get home. I just hold
it in," she says. "There's nothing good

about this job, except that you get paid. "

Eddie Ramirez, 16, recalls summers
when he worked with many 12- and
13'year-o1ds, even a 10-year-o1d.
Contractors often take advantage of
young workers, he says, recounting
times when he wasn't paid what he
earned. Yet, for four years, he kept going

back to the tobacco fields to help his
mother pay for rent and food.

"My mom, she worries I might get

hurt at work," he said last summer. "I
tell her, 'We need to pay the bi11s."'

For years, public-health experts and
child advocates have sought to bar
minors from the tobacco fields-noting
that even countdes like Brazitand India
prohibit it-but their efforts have been

blocked. In 2011, the Labor Department
proposed banning anyone under l6
from working in tobacco fields or oper-

ating a tractor on any kind of farm. But
after encountering intense opposition

'Sometimes, you
recrlly leel lilre
you're going to

die in the middle
oI the lield.'

.CELIA ORTIZ

from farm groups and Republican law-
makers, the Obama administration with-
drew the proposal in 2012. Agricultural
organizations said the regulations would
hurt family farms and make it harder for
young people to learn farming skills.

From Tobacco to Banking
In April, lawmakers introduced bills in

Congress to bar minors from working in
direct contact with tobacco. But the leg-

isiation has stalled in committees. That
means that a lot of children will continue
working in the tobacco fields.

That's what Celia Ortiz of Pink Hill,
North Carolina, did every summer
for seven years. For her, working in
the fields turned out to be a stepping-
stone to a better life. She was brought

to the U.S. illegaily by her parents from
Mexico when she was 3. Without a

Social Security number, she had few
options other than to harvest tobacco. At
times, she worked on farms so big that
it took her up to three hours to finish
one row of tobacco plants. That meant
that she could get stuck in the field for
hours without being able to drink water.

She often felt dizzy during her 12-hour
shifts, because of either the nicotine or
the pesticides. She threw up regularly.

In 2012, at 19, Ortiz was granted a

temporary perinit to stay and work after
President Obama eased restrictions for
undocumented youth brought to the U.S.

as children. She quit the tobacco fields
right away, got a certificate as a phar-

macy technician, and began working at

a pharmacy. Ortiz is now 22 and works
in customer service at the banking com-
pany Welis Fargo. But she'li never forget

her time harvesting tobacco.
"Sometimes," she says, "you really

feel like you're going to die in the mlddle
of the field, because it's just that bad. " o

Additional reporting by Steven Greenhouse

of Tlrc New York Times.
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Kristen Griest during Ranger School

training at Fort Benning, Georgia
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Three women iust g'raducrted lrom the Army's elite
Ranger School. But will lhey be cllowed lo go on
missions with lheir mcrle clcrssmcrtes? By R.r.c* r'ssou
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ast summer, 96 soldiers com-

pleted one of the most gruel-

ing training programs in the

world: the U.S. Army's pres-

tigious Ranger School at Fort

Benning, Georgia. During the 62-day

program, they scaled ciiffs fi the middle

of the night, crawled through muddy
trenches covered with barbed wire, and

marched for miles-all while carrying
gear weighing up to 100 pounds.

Those who finish-only about
3 percent of active-duty Army soldiers-
can try out for the 75th Ranger Regiment,

an elite combat unit that's sent on some of

Ihe military's mosl dangerous missions.

Women were allowed to attend the

school for the first time this year, and

in August First Lieutenant Shaye Haver

and Captain Kristen Griest made history
as its first female graduates. (A third
woman, Major Lisa Jaster, finished the

course in October.) But despite having
met ail the same requirements as their
male classmates, they aren't allowed to

compete for a spot in the regiment-
because they're women.

About 240,000 combat positlons in
the U.S. military-20 percent of milltary
jobs overall-are currently off-limits
to female soldiers, mainly in infantry,
armor, and special forces units.

But that's about to change. Next
month, the Pentagon is expected to open

most-if not all-combat positions to

tr

6jJ W"t"n a video on women soldiers in lrag at upfrontmagazine.com
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women. The move comes nearlY three

years after the military's momentous

decision to lift the 1994 ban on women

in combat. The Army, Navy, Air Force,

and Marines had until this fall to recom-

mend which jobs, if any, should remain

closed to women. (Officials say only the

Marines asked for exemptions.) U.S.

Secretary of Defense Ashton Carter is

reviewing their recommendations and

will make the final call.
"l do hope that with our performance

in Ranger School, we've been able to

inform that decision as to what they

can expect from women in the miiitary"
Griest recently told repor$rs. "That we

can handle things physically and men-

n tally on the same level as men."

I women have served in the mi]i-
5 tary since the nation's founding. They

3 were nurses, spies, and cooks during

I the American Revo]ution (1775-83). In
3 the Civil War (1861-65), some women

@.ffi'
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r6r
NUMBER of

military women
killed since 2001

in the wars in lraq

and Afghanistan;
1,016 have been

wounded.

l5o/o
PERCENTAGE

of active-duty
military who are

women.

2,931
NUMBER Of

women enrolled
in U.S. military

academies.

SOURCE: DEPARTMENT OF

DFFENSE

E
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disguised themselves as men to fight.

During World War Il (I939-45), hun-

dreds of thousands of women took jobs

as pilots, mechanics, and radio operators.

Tough Enough?

Today, more than 200,000 women

serve in the U.S. armed forces. They

make up nearly 15 percent of active-

duty military personnel, working as

medics, intelligence officers, miiitary
police, and in other non-combat roles.

Regardless of their iob titles, women

have often been involved in fighting,

especially during the recent wars in
Iraq and Afghanistan. In those con-

flicts, traditional front lines didn't exist.

Firefights could occur anywhere and at

any time. As a result, female soldiers

routinely dodged bullets, shot back dur-

ing ambushes, and were threatened by

roadside bombs-even though they

weren't officially aliowed in combat.

At least 161 women have been killed

in action since 2001. And more than

1,000 have been wounded.

Supporters of opening all positions

to women say the policy has prevented

female soldiers from moving up in the

ranks, since top military jobs often

requlre combat experience.

Ray Mabus, head of the Navy and

Marine Corps, insists that if women

can meet the physical and mental
requirements for a job, they should be

allowed to apply. "Gender alone is not

a justification for prohibiting a Marine

from serving in a position for which
she is qualified," he recently wrote in
Tlrc Washtngton Post.

Proponents also point to countries

like Canada, France, Germany, and

Israel, where women have served in
combat roles for years.

But many other people worry that

aliowing female soldiers to take part in
the fighting will weaken our military.
They say studies show that women

aren't as naturally strong as men and

are more prone to injuries.
"We need our combat units to be

the most lethal fighting force our tax

dollars can buy," says retired femaie

Marine Jude Eden. "Adding women cre-

ates more danger for everyone and risks

compromising missions. "

Critics are also concerned that physi-

cal standards will be lowered to make

it easier for women to compete with
men-something military leaders insist

won't happen. Even if some female sol-

diers are strong enough, opponents say

women will disrupt unit cohesion and

distract the men in their ranks.

Second Lieutenant Michael Janowski,

Haver's training partner during Ranger

School, disagrees. He says there's no

question women are capable of serving

in combat positions. in fact, he credits

Haver with helping him graduate. During

a partjcularly grueling training exercise.

Haver volunteered to help Janowski

carry his heavy gear up a rocky cliff.
"I probably wouidn't be sitting here

right now if it wasn't for Shaye," he says.

"I would trust her with my life." o
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U.5. soldiers bury Sioux lndians in a mass grave

at the Battle of Wounded Knee. (The original photo

was annotated by the photographer.)

fter the roar of the gr.rns

stopped and the smoke lift-
ed, the snow was red.

Near Wounded Knee
Creek on the Pine Ridge

Indian Reservation in South Dakota, scores

of Lakora Siour Indians- lg dead-most
oI them unarmed women and children.

Some estimates put the death toll near

300, others near 150. The U.S. soldiers

who fired on them with 1arge, mule-drawn

cannons counted 25 arnong their own

dead. More on both sides would eventu-

ally succumb to their wounds.
"And I can see that something else

died there in the bloody mud, and was

buried in the blizzard," said survivor
Nicholas Black Elk. 'A people's dream

died there. It was a beautiful dream."

What happened at Wounded Knee

125 years ago, on Dec. 29, 1890, has been

referred to as a tragedy, a battle, and-
most widely-a massacre. To some, it
marked the symbolic end of American

Indians' armed resistance against the

U.S. govelnment and cemented policies

that contributed to the plight of many

tribes today that struggle with poverty,

unemployment, and other social ills (see

"Pine Ridge Today." p. 20).

"It was a climax to what had hap-

pened to virtually all tribes in the West

aftel all their land was taken from them

through the treaty system," says Jerome

A. Greene, author of Arnericon Cctmage:

Wounded Knee, I 890. "In their conscious-

ness, it lingels even to this day. They live

under the shadow of Wounded Knee,
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Download two primary sources on Wounded Knee at upfrontmagazine.com
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they really do. It's an untreated sore."

When Christopher Columbus land-
ed in the present-day Bahamas in 1492,
Native Americans-whom Columbus
called "Indians" because he thought
he'd landed in the East Indles-num-
bered between 2 million and 15 million
(see Timeline, p. 20). Diseases brought
from Europe, like measles and

smallpox, devastated native
populations who didn't have
immunity, wiping out whole
tribes. As Europeans pushed
westward, white settlers and native tribes
created alliances, fought, and sometimes
negotiated fragile peace treaties. By the
mid-1800s, many of the eastern tribes
had been forcibly removed from their
Iands to reservations-parcels of land set

aside for them by the U.S. government.

The tribes were promised security,
1and, and annual payments in a sys-

tem of forced assimilation almed at
converting them into farmers as well
as, in many cases, Christians.Sut food
and supplies pledged to the tribes often
arrived late or not at all, and the U.S.

broke treaties, for example taking land
after gold dlscoveries in Californla and
South Dakota's Black Hills.

Tensions between the Sioux tribes

and the U.S. government

reached a boiling point
in 1862. when the Sioux

attacked and killed hundreds of settlers
in what's known as the Dakota War or
the Sioux Uprising. In its aftermath, the
tribe was expelled from Minnesota-and
a $25 bounty was offered for the scalp of
any Siour found within state borders.

Sitting Bull vs. Guster
Meanwhile, on the Montana plains,

a leader had risen: Sltting Bull. In 1826,

the revered Lakota who had resisted the
U.S. government the longest and with the
most success defeated and killed General

George Custer and his regiment in the
Battle of the Little Bighorn in Montana.

But on Dec. 15, 1890, Sitting Bull was
shot and killed by police sent to arrest
him for his alleged support of the Ghost

Dance-a new Native American religion.
U.S. officials feared the religion because

it prophesied that Indian ancestors would
retum to earth to reclaim their homelands.
Though government officials said Sitting
Bull's death was an arrest gone awry
many Lakota saw it as al assassination to
avenge the killing of Generai Custer.

In the aftermath of the killing, some
of Sitting Bull's foltowers joined Chief
Spotted EIk, who called a secret meeting
on the Pine Ridge Reservation to plan the
tribe's next moves. Suspicious of their
motives, the U.S. govemment sent in the
7th Cavalry to disarm the group.

What happened next isn't entirely
clear. By some accounts, a Lakota's gun
fired, providing the spark that turned into
a flame, as soldiers fired into the crowd.

"The guns poured in 2-pound explosive
shells at the rate of nearly 50 per minute,
mowing down eve4zthing alive," wrote
one historian. A firefight ensued between
the soldiers and the remaining warriors
as thick smoke erupted from the guns. A
Lakota named Bertha Ki1ls Close to Lodge,

who was then 17, remembered "smoke so

severe" that she could barely see.

When Black Elk, a Lakota Sioux lead-
er, rode into the melee to help, he saw
the bodies of "men and women and chil-

*The Lakota are part of a rarge confederation of tribes cdiled ttle sioux, a name rejected by some
Native Americans but officially recognized by the U.S. government. ocroBER 12, zols 19



dren . . . heaped and scattered all over."

A general reported that "a Iarge num-

ber of women and children who tried to

escape by running and scattering over the

prairie were hunted down and killed."
One historian wrote that so many women

and children were killed far from the

center of the action that the scene looked
"as though blind rage had been at work. "

On the site of Wounded Knee, 147

Lakota were buried in a mass grave.

Many Lakota viewed the violence as

further revenge for the defeat of General

Custer-and a final blow in a series of

bioody conflicts with Native Americans.
"They wanted to eradicate us from

the earth," says Myron Pourier, 45, a

great-great-grandson of Black EIk.

Wounded Knee, which solidified the

reservation system, still looms large for

Native Americans. Today, there are 566

federally recognized American Indian

tribes in the U.S., including Alaska

Natives, and about 310 federally recog-

nized Indian reservations, according to

the Bureau of Indian Affairs. After much

struggle for rights and recognition, the

tribes are considered sovereign nations

but are bound by some federal, state, and

local laws.

Poverty & Casinos

But because many reservations are

isolated enclaves far from economic oppor-

tunity, nearly 30 percent of American

Indians and Alaska Natives live in povefty.

Pine Ridge, the slte of Wounded Knee, is

one of the nation's poorest places, with an

average iife expectanry of 50, compared

with 78 for the rest of the U.S.

Disputes with the U.S. govern-

ment over resources, land, and treaties

persist. 1n7973, followers of the American

IndianMovement (AIM) occupied the Pine

Ridge reservation. The armed siege was a

protest against unfulfilled treaty promises

and what the group saw as corrupt tribal

leadership. (AIM and federal authorities

negotiated an end to the standoff after 71

days.) And ownership of the Black Hills in

South Dakota, an area promised to Siorx

tribes in 1868 but later seized by the U.S.

government, is still disputed. In a l9B0

case, the Supreme Court declared that

the Sioux deserved "just compensation,"

including interest. But tribes refused the

$102 million offered for the land, which

they say is sacred and not for sale.

One of the few economic bright spots

on Indian reservations has been casino

gambling. In 1988, Congress legaiized

triba-l casinos, and today it's a $28 billion

industry that's created thousands of jobs

for tribe members. Some casinos, espe-

cialiy those near big cities, have made

tribes very wealthy. But those in remote

areas have failed to lift their people out

of poverty, or, critics point out, to tackle

deep-rooted problems like poor educa-

tion, crime, and a scarcity of other kinds

of jobs on or near reservations.

Culturally, many Native American
tribes have undergone a revival since

the 1960s, with efforts to bring back

and preserve customs and languages,

including Lakota.

The White House, which issued regrets

on the 100th anniversary of Wounded
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Early ldigration

Waves of paleo-lndians
cross the Bering Land
Bridge from Siberia,
eventually settling in the
present-day U.S.

After Golumbus arrives
in North America,
millions of Native
Americans are
decimated by small pox

and other diseases
brought by Europeans.

The Continental Congress
and the Delaware tribe
of Ohio ally against the
British. lt's the first of
389 treaties the U.S.

makes with lndians over
the next century.

The U.5. Constitution
states that lndian
land may not be

seized except in wars
authorized by Congress.
The pledge is repeatedly
violated.

President Andrew
Jackson signs a law
altowing relocation
treaties with lndians
east of the Mississippi.
Many tribes are forcibly
moved west.
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Pine Ridge Today
Poverty is an enduring legacy of Wounded Knee

The Pine Ridge lndian Reservation near Wounded Knee
Creek in South Dakota is one of the most impoverished and
bleakest places in the nation.

"lt's still appalling," says Heather Cox Richardson, a history
professor at Boston College. The two South Dakota counties
affected by the historical events at Wounded Knee ,,are still
the poorest in America,,'she says.

According to True Sioux Hope Foundation, pine
Ridge has a 90 percent unemployment rate and a 70
percent high school dropout rate. Up to 40 percent of its
residents* don't have running water. And suicide among
12- to 24-year-olds has become an epidemic, with more
than lOO attempts this year; according to the federal
lndian Health Service.

But Nick Tilsen of the nonprofit Thunder Valley
Community Development Corporation in pine Ridge says

there's reason for optimism. Last spring, his organization
partnered with the White House in its ,,promise 

Zones,,
initiative to improve infrastructure, public safety, and
educational and financial opportunities at pine Ridge. Tilsen
says local leaders have played a crucial role in the effort.

"The true answers of solving the poverty and the
challenges that we're facing on pine Ridge,,'he says,,,they,re
going to come from the people here on pine Ridge.',

*U.S. Census and tribal estimates put the population anywhere from 16,OOO to 40,OOO.

t{

Knee, says it has no plans to mark the
125th anniversary this year-a disappoint-
ment for people like historian Greene.

"It's a time that the government
should come out and apologize," he says.
"Symbolically, it would mean a lot.,'

Other overtures have been made. In
2000, Kevin Gover of the Bureau of Indian

To make way for western
migration of settlers,
Congress authorizes
the creation of lndian
reservations. By the
188Os, about 60 have
been created.

Affairs denounced atrocities against
American Indians, including "the decima-
tion of the mighty bison herds.,' He added
that "we will never push aside the mem-
ory of unnecessary and violent death at
places such as . . . Wounded Knee.,,

For Pourier, the Black Elk descen-
dant, who lives on pine Ridge today,

acknowledging that legacy is important.
"The massacre at Wounded Knee

did not silence us," he says. "It built us
stronger to make sure it would never
happen again." o

Robeft K. ELder is a witer based in Clicogo;
additional reporting by Veronica MajeroL.

Seminole Hard Rock Hotel
and Casino in Hollywood, Florida

1934 TODAY
"l{ew Deal"

Wounded
Knee

Congress gives tribes
greater control over
their land and internal
affairs. Federal funds are
allocated for education,
land purchases, and tribal
organization.

About 3 million people of Native
American or Alaskan descent
live in the U.S. Though casinos
generate billions in revenue,
most of the people on the 31O
federally recognized reservations
in the U.S. face poverty and high
unemployment.

22 people were living in this house

when this photo was taken in 2008.

President Franklin D. Roosevelt
(in car) visiting the Black Feet tribe in Montana, 1934
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ro REMAIil SltEilr'
The Supreme Gourl's Miranda ruling 50 yecrrs crgo
established key rights lor criminal suspecls BY VERONICA MAJEROL

hen officers brought him to a Phoenix, Arizona,
police station on March 13, 1963, 22-year-old
Ernesto Miranda inslsted he had nothing to do

with the crime.

An 1B-year-old girl had been kidnapped a

week earlier and taken to the Arizona desert, where she was

raped. Though the victim had provided descriptions that
seemed to match Miranda and the car he drove, she was unabie

to definitively identify him in a lineup. With no lawyer present,

the police interrogated Miranda for roughly two hours. After
they falsely told him that tl5 victim had in fact identified him,
Miranda confessed.

Whether that confession was legal, however, became the
subject of a lawsuit that made it ai1 the way to the Supreme

Court. The Court's ruling, in Miranfut v. Arizono (1966),

established some of the most important rights for crimi-

na1 suspects in the United States, including that police must
inform them of their right to remain silent and their right
to an attorney (see "Tlrc Mtranda Wamings," fncing page).

"The Mirnnda ruling is the most important criminal
procedural case in the history of criminal process," says Gary

Stuart, the author of Mlranda: Tlrc Story of Americct's Right to
Remain Sllent. "It protects millions and millions of people."

Locked in a Room, No Food

Prior to Miranda, which was actualiy four related
cases bundled together, most people understood the Fifth
Amendment to mean that someone testifying in court has

a right to refuse to answer questions from the prosecution
or defense (often referred to as "taking the Fifth".) . But the
Ianguage of the Fifth Amendment, which was ratified in
7797 as part of the Bill of Rights, didn't make clear whether

=

I

!! OownloaO an annotated excerpt from the Supreme Court's 1955 ruling at upfrontmagazine.com
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rHE iIIRATIDA WAR]IITIGS

4rShing you say can be used against you in court.

Since the 1955 Supreme Court ruling, police must read suspects some version of these rights

Before we askyou any questions, you must
understand your rights.

advice
before we ask you any questions.

You have a right to have a lawyer with you during
the questioning.

If you decide to answer questions nowwithout a
lawyer present, you have the right to stop answering
at any time.

Ernesto
Miranda's
1953 arrest photo;

his confession gave

ris*to thelamous ,
police warnings.

Based on
the Fifth
Amendment,
which says no person

"shall be compelled

... to be a wltness

against himself"

The Supreme
Court ruled in

Gideon u.ll,lainright

(1963) that courts

must provide legal

counsel for suspects

who can't afford it.

people couid also refuse to talk when
they're in police custody, and officers
often took advantage ofthat confusion.

" fPo]icel would bring defendants
into a locked room, not give them food, "
says Shima Baradaran Baughman,
a law professor at the University of
Utah. "They didn't know they had a
lawyer, and then they would confess
to a crime" that they may or may not
have committed. Such practices were
widespread in the South, particularly with poor, uneducated
minorities who often didn't understand their rights.

Defense lawyers would later contest such confessions,
and judges would be left to decide on a case-by-case basis
whether to admit them into evidence during a trial. With the
Mirandaruling-a tightly split 5-to-4 decision-the Court said
for the first time that not only do suspects in police custody
have the right to remain silent under the Fifth Amendment
and the right to an attorney under the Sixth Amendment, but
aiso that police had to inform suspects of those rights.

"What the Court said,";rys Baradaran Baughman, ,,was,

'Look, we're going to make a rule . . . that says that anybody
arrested is read the exact same language so everybody knows

, that you have the right to remain silent, you have the right to
! an attorney, so that peopie don't speak in those situations,"
$ ii tney don't want to. The Court also said that if police fail
9 to "Mirandize" a suspect, any statement or confession that a
3 suspect makes can't be used as evidence in court.

You have the right to remain silent.

If you cannot afford a lawyer, one will be appointed
&. yon before any questioning if you wish.

You have the right to talk to a I

Do you understand these rights? With these rights
in mind, do you wish to speak to me now?

The Sixth
Amendment
ensures you can be

represented in court.

lf you waive
your rights,
anything you say,

including confessions,

can be used against

you in court.

The majority of the Justices agreed
that reading the Miranda warnings to
suspects would create some degree
of balance during police interroga-
tions, which are inherently intimi-
dating encounters.

From the start, however, the ruling
had its crltics. Many police officers
and prosecutors thought that requir-
ing police to read Miranda warnings
would "handcuff" law enforcement,

severely llmiting their ability to solve crimes. In his dissent-
ing opinion, Justice John Marshall Harlan wrote that .,the

decision of the Court represents poor constitutional law and
entails harmful consequences for the country at large.',

'Do You Understand These Rights?'
Fifty years after the iandmark ruling, the Miranda warnings

are such a standard part of police practice that itts rare to find
instances in which police fail to read them to suspects. The warn-
ings have also become such a clich6 of TV and movie crime dra-
mas that nearly every American is aware of the right to remain
silent. And yet, experts say, roughly 80 percent of suspects waive
their Miranda rights, often talking themselves into prison.

"In practice, Mlranda doesn't kill a lot of cases," says Jack
Chin, a iaw professor at the University of California, Davis.
"Because if you're dealing with a really sophisticated indi-
vidual, they already know about the Fifth Amendment with
or without Milonda.. . . But unsophisticated peopie don't

JANUARy tl, 2ot6 19



understand that, and they still don,t understand it after the
Miranda warnings. "

Today, at the heart ofmost contested confessions is the ques_
tion of whether the person who waived his Miranda rights really
understood them in the first place.

Andrew Guthrie Ferguson, a law professor at the University
of the District of Columbia, thinks we need a better system to
ensure that suspects actually know what the Miranda warn_
ings mean, especially "vulnerable suspects,,, iike juveniles (see
"J.D.B. v. Notth Corolina," facing page). He proposes a ,.dia_

logue approach" in which police would not only have to read

the Miranda warnings to suspects but also have suspects restate
the rights in their own words and confirm that they understand
'the principles behind them and what,s at stake in waiving them.

As for Ernesto Miranda, the Supreme Court overturned his
conviction, and his case was retried. This time, his confession
could not be entered into evidence, but once again, a jury
found him guilty. The clincher was testimony from Miranda's
ex-girlfriend, who told the jury that he,d confessed to her. He
was sentenied to 20 to 30 years in prison and was released on
parole in 1972.

By then, Miranda's name had achieved notoriety. He prof_
ited from it slightly by seiling autographed Miranda cards_
which police use to read the warnings-for about $2 a piece.
But his days were numbered. In January 1976, duinga poker
game at a Phoenix bar, Miranda got into a brawl, was stabbed
in the neck and chest, and died.

Police identified two suspects in connection with his kill_
ing, according to Stuartjhe author of the book about Miranda.
Both were read their Miranda rights; both waived them and
answered police questions. But by the time police got warants
for their arest, they had fled town.

In the end, neither of the two suspects, nor anyone else,
was ever brought to justice for Miranda,s death. But his name
Iives on every time a criminal suspect is arrested, handcuffed,
and informed that he has the right to remain silent. o
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5 OIHER GASES
ro Kilow
Here are some other important
Supreme Court_ rulings ihat clarify
Americans' rights with the police-

2Ol4 Riley u. California 2Ol2 United Sfafes v. Jones

) Police need your
consenf or a warrant
trom a judge to
searcrr Your phone.

David Riley was pulled over
by San Diego police in 2OO9

because he was driving a

car with expired registration
tags. At the traffic stop, police
found two loaded guns. They
also searched his smartphone
and found gang-related texts
and videos. They arrested
Riley and seized his phone.

Later, police found infor-
mation on Riley's phone link-
ing him to a shooting. Riley
was convicted of attempted
murder and sentenced to
15 years to life in prison.

The Supreme Court over-
turned Riley's conviction. The
Justices ruled that under the
Fourth Amendment, police
need a suspect's permission
or a warrant from a judge to
search the suspect's phone-
just as they do to search
someone's home.

Smartphones contain sensi-
tive information, from bank
records to private photos. "The
fact that technology now al-
lows an individual to carry such
information in his hand," Chief
Justice John G. Roberts Jr:
wrote in his opinion, "does not
make the information any less
worthy of the protection for
which the Founders fought."

) Police need
a searctr warrant
to track a suspecf
using a GPS device.

Police suspected Antoine
Jones, a nightclub owner in
Washington, D.C., of being
part of a cocaine-selling
operation. They placed a GpS
device on his Jeep without a
search warrant and without
his consent, and followed
his movements for a month.
Police gathered enough
evidence to arrest Jones,
and at his trial he was found
guilty of conspiring to sell
cocaine and sentenced
to life in prison.

On appeal, Jones
argued that the GpS
device constituted
a warrantless search
and violated his Fourth
Amendment protection
against "unreasonable
searches and seizures."

The Supreme Court
decided unanimously
in Jones's favor,
ruling that tracking a

person's movements
with a GPS device
requires a warrant.
Justice Sonia Sotomayor
added that the need for
such warrants is especially
vital in the digital
age, with electronic
surveillance now so
cheap and easy to use.
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You have the right to a lawyer during a police interrogation.
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2O1l J.D.B. u. North Carolina

to suppress the evidence,
since it was obtained without
his consent. His motion was
denied, but he appealed all the
way to the Supreme Court.

The Court ruled that police
can't conduct a warraniless
search of a home if one
resident who is present
ref uses-even if another
resident agrees. However, if
Scott had not been home,
Janet's consent would have
been sufficient.

1985 New Jersey v. T.L.O.

) Unlike policel
school officials
may search your
stulf without a
warrant.

A teacher caught T.L.O.
(Terry), a 14-year-old
freshman in Piscataway, New
Jersey, smoking in a school
bathroom. A school official
searched Terry's purse and
found a pack of cigarettes,
rolling papers, and marijuana.
When the police arrived, Terry
admitted to selling drugs at
school. She was convicted of
possession of marijuana and
placed on probation. Terry
appealed, claiming her Fourth
Amendment rights had been
violated.

The Supreme Court later
sided with the school, ruling
that school officials may
search a student's property,
including backpacks and
lockers, if they have a
"reasonable suspicion" that
a school rule has been broken,
or a student has committed,
or is in the process of
committing, a crime.
Students have "legitimate
expectations of privacy,',
the Court said, but it must
be balanced with the school's
responsibility to maintain a
safe learning environment. o

W ith rep o rt ing by Q uinc ey Tri gillo

Gan school officials
search your locker

without a warrant?

2006 Georgia v. Randolph

) 7o search your
home without a
warrantt police need
consenf lrom all
residenfs who are
presenf.

After a domestic dispute,
Scott Randolph's estranged
wife, Janet, gave police
permission to search their
home in Americus, Georgia,
for drugs. Scott, however,
ref used. Police searched
the house and found drug
paraphernalia. They later
returned with a search
warrant and found further
evidence of drug use.
Scott was indicted for
cocaine possession.

At his trial, Scott moved
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) Because they,re
easily intimidated hy
police, juveniles may
have extra Miranda
protections.

J.D.B., a 13-year-old
seventh-grader in Chapel Hill,
North Carolina, was ques-
tioned by police after he was
spotted near the sites of two
home break-ins. Five days
Iater, police pulled him out of
class and took him to a school
conference room to questiog
him. They didn't read J.D.B.
his Miranda warnings, and he
confessed. Only after his con-
fession was he told he could
leave the room at any time
without answering f urther
questions. He was charged

with breaking and entering
and larceny.

J.D.B.'s lawyer argued that
the confession was inadmis-
sible because police didn,t
read the boy his Miranda
warnings. North Carolina
courts ruled that because
J.D.B. was questioned in his
own school rather than in
"police custody," he didn,t
have to be Mirandized,

The Supreme Court
disagreed. lt said that age
may be considered when
determining whether a minor
is "in custody." ln other
words, because kids may be
more afraid of police than
adults are, their Miranda
rights may apply in less offi-
cial encounters with police.
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